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ABSTRACT 

Two theoretical frameworks which examine the nature of adaptability and mutual 

influence in interaction, Interpersonal Deception Theory and Interaction Adaptation 

Theory, were used to derive hypothesis concerning the patterns of adjustment and 

accommodation in communication style that occur across time in face-to-face deceptive 

and truthful interactions. Specifically, these theories provided predictions concerning the 

influence of deception on communicators' needs, expections and desires, initial behavior 

in face-to-face interaction, the patterns of interaction that emerge between senders and 

receivers such as reciprocity and compensation, and the impact of behavior on evaluation 

of communicative effectiveness. 

Two experimental studies were conducted in which senders were either truthful or 

deceptive in their interactions with a partner. The first study, which included 48 same

sex dyads, provided information about the influence of needs, expectations, and desires 

on initial behavior and about the influence of interaction on these same factors. The 

second study, which included 48 same-sex dyads, involved a longer interaction in which 

receivers altered their behavior by increasing of decreasing conversational involvement, 

in order to examine the patterns of interaction that emerged across time. 

Results revealed that deceivers felt more anxious and were more concerned about 

self-presentation than truthtellers prior to the interaction. These differences were 

reflected in initial behavior, with deceivers displaying less conversational involvement 

than truthtellers. Patterns of interaction were also moderated by deception. Deceivers 
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displayed increasing involvement across the first half of the interaction, a pattern 

indicative of approach behavior and which seemed to allow them to better approximate 

truthteller behavior. In response to changes in receiver behavior, a general pattern of 

reciprocity emerged in deceptive and truthful interactions, with senders responding in 

kind to changes in receiver behavior; however, deceivers appear to have been somewhat 

less responsive than truthtellers to changes in receiver behavior. Finally, results revealed 

that partner behavior is an important source of information for evaluating one's own 

performance during interaction. The implications of these finding for Interpersonal 

Deception Theory and Interaction Adaptation Theory are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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"Deception illuminates one of the most fundamental problems of behavioral science: 

the properties of natural design. The essence of design is the matching of a form of a 

behavior or structure to the circumstance in which that designed structure or behavior is 

employed" (Thompson, 1986, p. 53). According to Thompson, "deception is behavior 

designed to defeat a design" (p. 56). Viewed from Thompson's perspective, an 

examination of deception is best conducted by considering the natural design of behaviors 

in order to see how they may be altered to defeat the design. Perhaps the most essential 

feature of the natural design of human interaction is that it involves adaptation. 

Participation in even a simple conversation requires that communicators adjust to and 

accommodate one another in many ways. These patterns of adjustment and 

accommodation form the basis of human relationships and social functioning. 

Deception provides a particularly interesting communicative context in which to 

examine these patterns of adaptation and adjustment for several reasons. First, as 

Thompson (1986) notes, deceptive behaviors are strategically manipulated to match the 

circumstances in which they occur. As such, deceptive communication may demonstrate 

the extent of the adaptability of communicative behavior. Second, because most 

deceptive interchanges are situations in which the goals and motives of senders and 

receivers are incongruent, deception provides a context in which to examine the impact of 

incongruence on the coordination and management of interaction. Third, deception 



typically occurs in interpersonal communication contexts where the mutual influence of 

senders and receivers on one another strongly impacts interaction outcomes. 
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The theoretical framework related to deceptive communication that best captures the 

importance of Thompson's (I986) perspective is Interpersonal Deception Theory (Buller 

& Burgoon, in press; 1994a). Interpersonal Deception Theory (lOT) proposes that 

deception involves both strategic and nonstrategic behaviors displayed by senders and 

receivers in order to manage the interaction. A central premise of lOT is that deceivers 

adjust their behavior throughout the interaction to better approximate the demeanor of 

truthtellers. The performance of senders is influenced by the behavior of receivers, who 

may inhibit or facilitate the performances of both truthtellers and deceivers. In other 

words, lOT assumes that deception is an iterative process with senders and receivers 

influencing and adapting to one another. However, lOT provides only a general 

framework for exploring the nature of such influence and adaptation. In order to better 

understand the management of patterns of interaction, it is useful to adopt a theoretical 

framework designed to specifically address the emergence of patterns of interaction. 

Although a number of theories have been developed to explain the management of 

interaction, one of the most comprehensive theoretical perspectives developed to date is 

Burgoon, Stern, and Dillman's (1995) Interaction Adaptation Theory (IAT). IAT 

suggests that adaptation reflects both the basic human needs related to comfort as well as 

the social norms and goals of communicators. The theory proposes that initial behavior 

in interaction reflects the needs, expectations, and desires an individual brings to the 
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interaction. Responses to partner behavior are communicative and may be used to 

reinforce communicative behavior or to promote change in behavior. IAT helps to 

explicate the variety of forms that interaction may take as well as providing insight about 

the influence of different needs and goals in truthful and deceptive interactions. 

This investigation examined adaptation within truthful and deceptive interactions in 

an attempt to better understand the nature and limits of "natural design." In doing so, this 

investigation makes three contributions to the literature on interpersonal communication. 

First, this investigation allows for the testing of two theoretical frameworks 

simultaneously and considers how these frameworks inform one another. Second, this 

investigation helps to provide a more communication-focused analysis of deception by 

treating deception as a dyadic accomplishment rather than an individual performance. 

Third, this investigation provides an opportunity to more carefully explore the influence 

of strategic and nonstrategic behavior on the nature and outcomes of interaction. 

Interpersonal Deception Theory (Buller & Burgoon, in press) and Interaction 

Adaptation Theory (Burgoon, Stern, et aI., 1995) were used to derive hypotheses 

concerning the influence of deception on communicators' needs and expectations, initial 

behavior in interaction, the patterns of interaction that emerge in truthful and deceptive 

interactions, and the impact of patterns of behavior on evaluation. Two experimental 

studies were conducted in which senders were either truthful or deceptive in their 

interactions with a partner. The first study provided information about the influence of 

needs, expectations, and desires on initial behavior and about the influence of interaction 
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on these same factors. The second study involved a longer interaction in which receivers 

altered their behavior by increasing or decreasing involvement, in order to examine the 

patterns of interaction that emerged in the interaction. Together the two studies provide 

information which suggests that patterns of interaction in deception reflect both strategic 

and nonstrategic behavior and that adaptation in interaction is strongly influenced by 

receiver behavior. In sum, the results suggest that partner behavior is the most proximal 

cue in interaction and thus strongly influences how communicators behave. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND RATIONALE 

Deception in Interactive Contexts 

Although considerable research has been conducted on deceptive communication, the 

primary focus of much past research has been exploration of the ways in which 

information about deceptive intent might be leaked out in the behavior of deceivers. As a 

result, most past work has failed to consider the influence of interactive contexts on 

truthful and deceptive communication performances. In an attempt to better explain the 

communicative nature of deception, Buller and Burgoon (in press) have offered 

Interpersonal Deception Theory (IDT). Recognizing the goal-directed nature of 

communication, IDT examines the strategic and nonstrategic moves and countermoves of 

deceiver and receiver. The theory considers the influence of pre interaction elements such 

as cognition, goals, and context, as well as the interactive factors of feedback and 

adjustments over time. 

Interpersonal Deception Theory 

An interpersonal view of deception grounds the study of deception in the 

characteristics of interpersonal communication (Buller & Burgoon, in press). 

Interpersonal communication involves active participation by senders and receivers, who 

are assumed to be simultaneously engaged in decoding and encoding tasks. Moreover, 

interpersonal communication is multimodal, multifunctional, and multidimensional, 

making it information-rich and spatially and temporally immediate. As a result, 



interpersonal communication is assumed to be a cognitively demanding activity. The 

multiple tasks of conversational management, relational communication, identity 

management, and information-processing tax people's communicative resources and 

influence the cognitive and affective reactions that occur during interpersonal 

communication. Finally, in interpersonal communication situations, communicators 

come to the interaction with a number of expectations about how the interaction should 

proceed and about the nature of communicative messages; the interpretations that are 

given to messages and the attributions made about communicators are therefore very 

important. 

16 

Applied to deception, the criterial attributes of interpersonal communication 

highlight the following aspects of deceptive interchanges. First, deception may be actual 

or perceived. Actual deception occurs when senders alter information to foster a false 

belief; perceived deception occurs when receivers come to see a message as less than 

honest or are uncertain about the veracity of a message. Second, the enactment of 

deception and the interpretation of perceived deceptive messages are assumed to be 

cognitively complex tasks, the successful completion of which are aided by feedback in 

interaction. Access to feedback and the ability to use feedback to adjust behavior 

therefore become an essential element of deceptive interchanges. Third, the cognitive and 

emotional reactions that are attendant to deception and deception detection are assumed 

to be manifest in behavior. Thus, the effects of deception and deception detection are 

discernible in sender and receiver verbal and nonverbal displays. 
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The propositional framework ofIDT (Buller & Burgoon, in press) is built on these 

assumptions about interpersonal communication and deception. Specifically, IDT 

suggests that the interactivity and "interpersonal ness" of deceptive interchanges 

influences cognition and behavior of both senders and receivers. As the communication 

context becomes more immediate, information-rich, conversationally demanding, 

spontaneous, and relationally engaging, deception becomes a truly interpersonal endeavor 

which entails ongoing adjustment and adaptation for both senders and receivers. 

Strategic and Nonstrategic Behavior 

The influences of cognition and emotion are manifest in deceptive interchanges in 

the messages exchanged. Deceptive messages are defined in IDT (Buller & Burgoon, in 

press) as messages in which IIcommunicators control the information contained in their 

messages to convey a meaning that departs from the truth as they know it ll (p. 13). 

Deception is manifest through a combination of strategic and nonstrategic verbal and 

nonverbal behaviors. Strategic components include information, behavior, and image 

management. 

Information management involves the manipulation of the central deceptive message 

in order to withhold information, convey uncertainty or vagueness, and disassociate the 

sender from the message. Behavior management involves suppression or control of 

behavior that might convey deceptive intent. Image management is designed to convey 

credibility and cultivate a positive identity for the communicator. 
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Nonstrategic components of the message occur as a result of the arousal and negative 

affect that is typically generated by deception and as a result of attempts to control 

behavior that lead to noninvolvement and performance decrements. Thus, deceivers are 

expected to inadvertently convey arousal and negative affect and to be susceptible to the 

production of less competent performances. Overall, IDT proposes that an assessment of 

deceptive messages requires an examination of strategic and nonstrategic behaviors, both 

of which are influenced by the preinteractional and interactional features of the deceptive 

interchange. 

Research which examines the cues to deception indicates that communicators do, in 

fact, appear to strategically adjust their performances and to enact nonstrategic cues 

(Buller & Aune, 1987; Buller, Burgoon, White, & Ebesu, 1994; Burgoon & Buller, 

1994b). Evidence that deceivers convey information related to arousal and negative 

affect comes from a variety of studies (Bond, Kahler, & Paolicelli, 1985; Buller & Aune, 

1987; deTurck & Miller, 1985; Zuckerman & Driver, 1985), as does research which 

supports the notion that deception leads to performance decrements and reduced 

involvement (Burgoon, Buller, Dillman, & Walther, 1995; Buller, Stryzewski, & 

Comstock, 1991; Zuckerman & Driver, 1985). While somewhat less directly tested, 

evidence for the strategic management of behavior during deception is also available. For 

instance, Burgoon, Buller, Ebesu, White, and Rockwell (in press) found that deceivers 

smiled more than truthtellers, a behavior which appeared to be designed to convey a more 

positive image, and Buller, Burgoon, White, and Ebesu (1994) found that deceivers 
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tended to suppress kinesic expressiveness in order to avoid looking overly active. 

Additionally, Buller and Aune (1987) found that the extent to which deceivers sought to 

withdraw from the interaction, a behavior management strategy, varied with the nature of 

the relationship between the receiver and deceiver, a finding which suggests that 

preinteractional factors may strongly influence the behavior enacted during deception. 

As Thompson's (1986) discussion of design indicates, strategic behaviors are 

essential in defeating the design of interaction. They are the tools which allow 

communicators to thwart the natural, cooperative design of interaction. However, 

defeating the design requires more than a strategic performance on the part of one actor. 

When one considers that both parties are active agents in deceptive interchanges, an 

additional element of the design of interaction becomes prominent: the mutual influence 

of senders and receivers on one another. 

Dynamic Elements of Deception 

Perhaps the most important contribution ofIDT (Buller & Burgoon, in press) is its 

recognition that senders and receivers influence one another's behavior as deceptive 

interchanges unfold. "The sequencing of actions and reactions between sender and 

receiver sets up an interaction dynamic in which behavior patterns displayed early differ . 
from those displayed late as each person adjusts to the other's verbal and nonverbal 

behavior" (Buller & Burgoon, in press, p. 45). 
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The dynamic elements of deceptive interchanges take two primary forms: 

(a) changes across time in the interaction and (b) the influence of senders and receivers on 

one another as displayed in patterns of interaction. These changes reflect the natural 

course of interpersonal, interactive situations in which participants adapt to one another. 

The IDT prediction that interaction patterns change over time has been supported in 

several studies. Buller and Aune (1987) found that cues of arousal among deceivers 

dissipated as the conversation progressed. Also, although all deceivers showed some 

evidence of decreased immediacy, immediacy increased as the conversation progressed, 

especially among friends. Evidence of change over time was also found by Burgoon and 

Buller (1994). They examined kinesic relaxation and pleasantness in deceptive 

encounters and found that deceivers were less relaxed and pleasant at the outset of the 

interaction than truthtellers, but relaxation and pleasantness increased as the conversation 

progressed, resulting in a pattern of convergence toward truthtellers which may have been 

a strategic attempt at behavior and image management. Finally, Burgoon, Buller, Afifi, 

White, and Buslig (1996) found that deceivers converged toward truthtellers in 

involvement, although this effect was influenced by whether a sender's initial 

communication was deceptive or truthful. The evidence therefore suggests that deceivers 

do change their behavior across time, often converging toward truthtellers--a result which 

highlights the impact of interpersonal contexts on communicators' ability to adapt to one 

another. In fact, these findings suggest that "in interactive circumstances, the likelihood 

of finding stable and consistent deception profiles is slim because communication is an 
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inherently dynamic activity that puts deception-related behaviors in flux" (Burgoon, et aL, 

1996, p. 22). It is important to examine and test for change in deceptive and truthful 

behavior because it is by adapting across time that deception may defeat the design of 

interaction. 

Research on the patterns of interaction that emerge during deceptive interchanges is 

also informative. Because the fundamental interaction pattern between senders and 

receivers in normal interaction is one of matching and reciprocity (Burgoon, Dillman, & 

Stem, 1993), IDT (Buller & Burgoon, in press) predicts a predominant pattern of 

reciprocity between senders and receivers during deceptive interchanges. This is 

expected to occur because senders and receivers involved in interpersonal deception must 

achieve coordination to manage the conversation and because patterns of behavior that 

are dissimilar o~ opposite one another are hard to maintain. 

Studies that have examined patterns of interaction show strong evidence of 

reciprocity. Burgoon, Buller, et aL (1995) found a prevailing pattern of reciprocity 

between senders and receivers in terms of immediacy. In an experiment that used an 

interview format, they found that interviewees increased immediacy with highly 

immediate interviewers and decreased immediacy with interviewers who were 

nonimmediate and inexpressive. These effects were strongest when deception and 

suspicion were absent; they were attenuated somewhat when both suspicion and 

deception were present, suggesting that in situations where both sender and receiver are 

seeking to control behavior, adaptation is altered although it does not disappear entirely. 
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Burgoon and Buller (1994) found that while reciprocity of immediacy, kinesic relaxation 

and vocal relaxation were strong when both deception and suspicion were absent, they 

were attenuated when both deception and suspicion were present. Alternately, reciprocity 

of vocal pleasantness and kinesic activity were strong when both deception and suspicion 

were present, but were not evident when they were absent. 

Burgoon, Buller, Ebesu, et al. (in press) found a predominant pattern of reciprocity 

between senders and receivers, but they also found that interviewees compensated 

dominance and expressiveness when interacting with suspicious interviewers. Burgoon, 

Buller, Afifi, et al. (1996) investigated patterns of interaction in interview situations 

where interviewers were highly suspicious. They found that truthtellers and receivers 

tended to reciprocate high partner immediacy but tended to compensate low partner 

immediacy in a way that appeared to reflect strategic resistance of partner behavior. 

Overall, the results of these studies suggest that senders and receivers entrain to one 

another during interaction in order to mesh their behaviors and coordinate interaction, but 

the behaviors in which reciprocity emerges may vary based on the presence or absence of 

deception and suspicion. Compensation may occur in some instances, but it tends to 

emerge primarily in situations where interviewers are suspicious and may therefore be 

taking a more directive role in the interaction. 

These mixed results reflect in part the complexity of adaptation in interaction. 

Communicators may display reciprocity on some behaviors and compensation on others. 

Although entrainment and synchrony are the norm in conversation, differing goals of 
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communicators may disrupt these patterns. Moreover, communicators may use the 

patterns to influence others or control the conversation. These results point to the 

importance of examining the patterns of interaction that emerge in deceptive interchanges 

and to the need for a more thorough discussion of the processes which may influence 

patterns of interaction during deception. Additionally, because virtually all of the studies 

that have examined patterns of interaction during deception have relied on an interview 

format, the behavior observed in these studies may have been influenced by the role 

constraints of interviewer/interviewee and thus some aspects of mutual influence may be 

attenuated. In the discussion that follows, an exploration of the different 

conceptualizations of patterns of interaction is provided in order to lay the groundwork 

for a more complete examination of patterns of interaction during deception. Then, a 

recent theoretical framework designed to explain how patterns of adaptation occur is 

explored and applied to deceptive interchanges. 

Examining Adaptation in Interaction 

That communicators adapt to one another in interaction is virtually a truism in 

interpersonal communication research. But, what does it mean to say that communicators 

adapt to one another? What forms might adaptation in interaction take? Burgoon, 

Dillman, and Stern (1993) suggested that the forms of adaptation that communicators 

display may be delineated based on the extent to which they entail contingency, 

directedness, intent, and causality. Specifically, they suggest that some forms of 

adjustment reflect adaptation to the interaction but are not contingent on partner behavior 
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or causally related to partner behavior, while other patterns more clearly reflect adaptation 

which is indicative of mutual influence and dyadic adjustment. These elements help to 

distinguish the patterns of behavior which reflect individual adjustment from those that 

are more indicative of interpersonal adaptation between the members of a dyad. 

Patterns of Adaptation 

The baseline against which adaptation must be measured is maintenance. Cappella 

(1991) notes that communicators often show considerable consistency in their patterns of 

interaction; there are a number of circumstances under which communicators may 

continue with their course of action irrespective of what their partner is doing. Such 

situations reflect maintenance. However, there is strong evidence that in many situations, 

communicators do adjust to one another, displaying changes across the interaction 

(Cappella, 1983). Forms of adaptation may reflect adjustment on the part of one or both 

partners and mayor may not provide evidence of contingency and causality. 

One form of adaptation that has received considerable attention in the research on 

nonverbal communication is approach/avoidance. Approach, according to Burgoon, 

Stern, et al. (1995), refers to changes in immediacy that signal openness and acceptance 

toward a target other; avoidance is the opposite of approach and thus signals withdrawal. 

Approach and avoidance may be considered quasi-dyadic measures because they reflect 

movement toward or away from a target person. However, the adjustment reflects only 

one person's behavior. 
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The most basic level of dyadic adaptation is matching. Matching refers to the 

similarity between two communicators' behaviors. For instance, if two communicators 

adopt a similar rate of speech, they can be said to display matching. Considerable 

research has demonstrated that matching frequently occurs in speech behaviors during 

interaction (Cappella, 1981; Street & Giles, 1982). There is also evidence that 

communicators may display matching on body position, gestural behavior, and eye gaze 

(Cappella, 1981; Lafrance, 1982). A subcategory of matching--mirroring--occurs when 

communicators adopt identical behavioral displays in static, slowly changing visual cues, 

such as arm position. Although typically thought of as evidence of adaptation, it is 

important to remember that matching, by itself, may not necessarily reflect adaptation. 

Because matching could be the result of social norms or environmental conditions (such 

as when communicators adopt a formal style of interaction during a ceremony), causality 

is indeterminant. Mirroring, on the other hand, seems more clearly to reflect evidence of 

adaptation because the symmetry between communicators is unlikely to be coincidental. 

In contrast to matching, communicators may display behaviors that are opposite one 

another; this type of adaptation is known as complementarity. So, for instance, one 

person may display dominance behaviors while the other displays behaviors of 

submission. Complementarity, like matching, does not reveal causality or contingency of 

one partner's behavior on the other. But, it does provide a way to define the dyadic 

configuration of behavior. 
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Perhaps the most common patterns of behavior examined in the literature on 

adaptation are reciprocity and compensation. These patterns are more complex to assess 

because they refer to situations where the behavior changes over time, is contingent on 

the partner, and is directed at the partner, thereby implying intent. Reciprocity occurs 

when one partner responds, in a similar direction, to the behaviors of another with 

behaviors that have comparable functional value (Burgoon, et a!., forthcoming). In other 

words, reciprocity requires that communicators be moving in the same direction, although 

the behaviors they display may not be identical in form. For instance, if one 

communicator increases immediacy by leaning forward, the other may reciprocate by 

displaying more direct body orientation. Compensation occurs when one partner 

responds with behaviors of comparable value by moving in the opposite direction 

(Burgoon, Stern, et a!., 1995). So, if one communicator were to become more immediate 

and the response displayed was reduced immediacy, compensation would be said to have 

occurred. 

The final set of patterns typically discussed in research are convergence and 

divergence. Used primarily in the literature on communication accommodation (Gallois 

& Callan, 1988; Giles & Smith, 1979; Giles, Mulac, Bradac, & Johnson, 1987), 

convergence and divergence reflect the movement of partners toward or away from each 

other across time in the interaction. Convergence occurs when one partner adopts 

behavior that is increasingly similar to the other. The typical example involves a situation 

where speakers adjust their accents to become more like that of an interaction partner. 
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Divergence occurs when one partner adjusts behavior to be dissimilar from the other. So, 

if communicators become more formal in response to another's informality, they can be 

said to have diverged. As Burgoon, Ebesu, et al. (forthcoming) note, when both partners 

in the dyad are converging or diverging, these patterns may be reciprocal or 

compensatory. Convergence and divergence represent the patterns of behavior that are 

most difficult to define because determination of their occurrence requires that several 

conditions be met. First, for adaptation to be considered convergence, there must be an 

initial difference between the two interactants' behaviors. Second, the direction of 

change for both partners over time must be assessed to determine if convergence or 

divergence is occurring. Third, the distance between the two individuals' behavior must 

change; if it remains the same, convergence or divergence cannot be said to have 

occurred. 

The patterns of adaptation discussed above represent the primary types of adaptation 

that may occur in interaction. Individuals may adjust to one another by making their 

behavior more similar and matching one another or they may adapt in ways that highlight 

differences and reveal complementarity. The variety offorms of adaptation suggest that 

individuals have considerable flexibility in the way they may align themselves with 

others. However, an examination of the patterns does not explain the conditions under 

which adaptation occurs or how it is manifest in interaction. In order to understand the 

way in which deception and truth might influence patterns of interaction, it is necessary to 

examine the factors that impact the enactment of adaptation in interaction. 
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Theories of Adaptation 

A number of theoretical frameworks provide explanations for the occurrence of 

adaptation in interaction. While the exact mechanisms of adaptation identified by these 

frameworks vary, Burgoon, Stern, et al. (1995) suggest that these perspectives can be 

grouped, according to the locus of causation of adaptation, into four categories. The first 

category of theories suggests that adaptation is biological in orientation and assumes that 

adaptation is innate and universal. Research on emotional contagion (Hatfield, Cacioppo, 

& Rapson, 1994) as well as work on entrainment supports this view and suggests that 

adaptation may have survival value, particularly for infants. A second category of 

theories relies largely on arousal or need based mechanisms. These theories, such as 

Affiliative Conflict Theory (Argyle & Dean, 1965) or Discrepancy Arousal Theory 

(Cappella & Greene, 1982) assume that adaptation occurs in response to changes in 

arousal, or with dialectical models (Altman, Vinsel, & Brown, 1981), as a result of need 

satiation. 

The third category reflects theories which shift the locus of causation from individual 

elements to social requirements. These theories assume that patterns ofbehavior reflect 

social norms for interaction. Specifically, the theories propose that reciprocity in a 

variety ofbehaviors reflects adherence to social norms which dictate that social 

functioning is best achieved through stable exchange. In terms of interaction, this view 

has been applied primarily to the research on self-disclosure (Dindia, 1988; Erlich & 

Graven, 1971; Shaffer, Ogden, & Wu, 1987). 
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The fourth category of theories seeks to understand the conditions under which 

patterns of interaction may be used communicatively, in response to the demands of the 

situation or as a way to convey information and achieve goals. Chief among this set of 

theories is work on Expectancy Violations Theory (Burgoon & Hale, 1988), 

Communication Accommodation Theory (Giles, et al., 1987), and the Sequential

Functional model (Patterson, 1991). These approaches examine how expectations and 

cognitions influence patterns of behavior, and they focus on the use of patterns of 

interaction to achieve communication goals such as conveying empathy (Bavelas, Chovil, 

Lemery, & Mullett, 1988; Bavelas, Black, Lemery, & Mullett, 1986) or maintaining 

social identity (Giles, Coupland, & Coupland, 1991). 

Partial empirical support has emerged for each of these models, suggesting that each 

theory provides some insight. However, no complete explanation of how patterns of 

interaction are used and managed has yet emerged. In an attempt to build a more 

complete explanation of the patterns of interaction, Burgoon, Stern, et al. (1995) have 

offered Interaction Adaptation Theory (IAT). 

Interaction Adaptation Theory 

IAT (Burgoon, Stern, et aI., 1995) is guided by a set of principles which address the 

biological, social, and communicative functions of adaptation. First," IAT proposes that 

synchrony, matching, and reciprocity are the default condition in human interaction" (p. 

13), but in terms of communicative situations, both reciprocity and compensation may 

occur. While employees being reprimanded by a boss may instinctively wish to 
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reciprocate negative affect and irritation, they may enact a somewhat pleasant and calm 

demeanor in order to placate the superior. This strategic use of adaptation is not, 

however, presumed to operate at a highly conscious level; communication is assumed to 

be strategic but largely automatic (Kellermann, 1992). Moreover, because of the 

continual adjustment of communicators to one another, patterns of both reciprocity and 

compensation, divergence and convergence, may be present in an interaction across time 

(Burgoon, Stern, et al., 1995; VanLear, 1991). 

IAT (Burgoon, Stern, et al., 1995) is based on the assumption that individuals bring 

with them to interaction certain interaction requirements which reflect basic human 

needs, expectations about behavior based on social norms, and desires for interaction 

based on goals and personal preferences. These required, expected and desired (RED) 

elements combine to form a net assessment of the anticipated behavior in interaction 

called the interaction position (IP). 

The concept of an interaction position is particularly helpful because it acknowledges 

the different levels at which responses to behavior are determined. The components of 

the IP are considered to be hierarchical. Requirements are related to basic needs such as 

comfort and safety and are assumed to predominate until satisfied. When basic needs are 

met, expectancies and desires are thought to exert more influence. In initial interactions, 

expectations have a strong impact because they include the normative guidelines for 

managing interaction. But, individuals seeking to achieve particular goals in interaction 

may also enact behaviors that are specific to those goals. Although IAT (Burgoon, Stern, 



et aI., 1995) conceives of the RED factors as hierarchically-ordered in terms of their 

likely influence on behavior, it is assumed that elements of the RED influence one 

another. For instance, certain goals such as requesting a date may engender arousal and 

anxiety, which are requirements. The hierarchical ordering is important, however, 

because it helps in predicting the types of behavior that will occur, since elements of the 

RED may be at odds with one another. Thus, communicative actions and responses to 

one's partner in interaction are influenced by the nature of the situation and the 

constraints on interaction that are present. 

Knowledge of the IP ofa communicator allows one to project an individual's initial 

behavior as well as subsequent strategic moves and responses to changes in behavior. 

IAT (Burgoon, Stern, et aI., 1995) suggests that an individual's initial behavior is a 

reflection of the individual's IP for self. That is, initial behavior is a function of what an 

individual needs, desires, and thinks is appropriate to do in that particular situation. 

Patterns of response between communicators may be predicted by examining the 

relationship between the IP an individual expects a partner to assume and the actual 

behavior (A) of the partner. When IP and A match, a stable, reciprocal pattern of 

interaction is predicted. Discrepancies between IP and A may elicit compensation or 

reciprocity, depending on the valence of A in relation to IP. In cases where A is more 

positively valenced than IP, reciprocity is predicted. For instance, an individual may 

typically desire very involving, stimulating conversation, but based on past experience 

may anticipate that interaction with a co-worker will be rather formal and stilted. If the 
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individual finds that the coworker is, in fact, very warm and engaging, the warmth and 

engagement will likely be reciprocated because such behavior is more positively valenced 

than the IP. Alternately, when IP is more positively valenced than A, compensation or 

maintenance (which is assumed to be a form of compensation) is anticipated, at least 

temporarily. So, for instance, if an individual anticipates a warm, engaging interaction 

but finds that the communication partner is detached and cold, the individual may 

compensate in an attempt to model the desired behavior because the IP is more positively 

valenced than the A. 

Only one direct test of IAT has been reported, but it illustrates the value of IAT 

(Burgoon, Stern, et al., 1995) as a framework for conceptualizing and testing patterns of 

interaction. Burgoon, Ebesu, et al. (in press) investigated patterns of interaction in same

and mixed-culture interactions. They found that the cultural composition of the dyad did 

influence patterns of interaction. Same-culture senders initially reciprocated decreased 

partner involvement but then compensated as the conversation progressed; mixed-culture 

senders exhibited a general pattern of maintenance in response to decreased involvement, 

a pattern that may have been enacted by the cross-culture partner to "model" expected 

behavior. These results suggest that adjustments within the interaction are determined, to 

some extent, by the relationship between actual partner behavior in relation to what is 

anticipated and seen as comfortable or functional by the sender. The application of the 

IAT framework to the cross-cultural interaction situation reveals the value of the 

framework for examining specific types of interaction situations. 
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Understanding Patterns ofInteraction in Deception 

If, as Thompson (1986) suggests, successful deception involves behavior designed to 

defeat a design, then a key aspect of deceptive interchanges is likely to be the 

management of patterns of interaction. Burgoon, Stern, et al. (1995) note that the 

"presence of ulterior motives and perceptions of trust and honesty" (p. 335) may 

significantly influence patterns. Adaptation is an essential feature of interaction, but its 

form reflects the underlying motives and needs of the communicators. 

Examined from within the Interaction Adaptation Theory framework (Burgoon, 

Stern, et al., 1995), initial behavior in deceptive and truthful interactions should reflect an 

individual's RED levels. At the level of requirements, anticipated discomfort or anxiety, 

as well as negative affect, should lead communicators to adopt interaction patterns that 

will reduce discomfort. Burgoon, Ebesu, et al. (forthcoming) note that individuals who 

anticipate awkwardness and discomfort should have arousal management as a key 

interaction concern. Thus, they should display lower levels of involvement as a result of 

this "avoidance" response. Additionally, initial behavior should be influenced by 

expectations and social norms that are relevant in the interaction (the E element of the 

RED). Finally, the desire to make a favorable impression in the interaction should 

determine the involvement displayed by communicators. Individuals who want to make a 

good impression should display higher initial involvement in the interaction since 

involvement signals approach and interest in others. Following Burgoon, Ebesu, et al. 

(forthcoming), it is hypothesized that initial involvement is negatively related to anxiety 
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management concerns and positively related to affect and self-presentational goals (H 1). 

If the IAT framework is conceptually accurate, these relationships should emerge for all 

senders, since the nature of the interaction may influence the nature of the RED elements, 

but the relationship between RED and behavior should be conceptually similar for 

truthtellers and deceivers. I 

One central tenet of IDT (Buller & Burgoon, in press) is that pre-interaction elements 

such as sender knowledge, expectations, and goals influence the behavior displayed in 

interaction. The theory suggests that a number of the differences in truthteller and 

deceiver behavior may reflect differences in the cognitions that the two bring with them 

to the interaction (as well as differences in the cognitive demands of 

truthtellingldeceiving). Within the IAT framework (Burgoon, Stern, et aI., 1995), the 

elements of the IP represent the cognitions and affect of communicators. The truth and 

deception inductions reflect an attempt to create a situation where communicators 

approach the interaction from different interaction positions. This should be revealed in 

the requirements, expectations, and desires of communicators prior to interaction. 

However, because no previous research has addressed this issue and because it is not 

clear how exactly these induced differences will be reflect in self-assessments, the 

following was posed as a research question: To what extent are there differences in 

truth/elfers' and deceivers' self-assessed ratings of RED elements (RQ I)? 

The moderating effects of deception on interaction adaptation should be reflected in 

the initial behavior of communicators. In order to better understand how initial behavior 
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is likely to be effected, it is worthwhile to examine the impact of deception on each of the 

elements of the RED. Deceivers and truthtellers should have different goals for the 

interaction which are reflected in difference desires. Deceivers have a specific goal of 

producing a believable performance, which is not typically present in interaction. 

Truthtellers may be cognizant of wanting to be believed, but it is unlikely that this desire 

has the same clear impact that a deception goal does. The anticipated effects of each of 

the RED elements on initial behavior are presented in Figure 1. Because deception 

should generate more arousal and negative affect, deceivers should be likely to experience 

and display anxiety and arousal, which should have a negative effect on initial 

involvement. However, deceivers should also be aware of the need to control behavior 

and to conform to social expectations which require moderate levels of involvement. 

Additionally, deceivers should have as a primary goal the construction of a credible 

image and concerns about self-presentation related to being seen positively (Buller & 

Burgoon, in press). 

It might appear that these competing goals would offset one another, resulting in a 

situation where deceivers are able to accurately mimic the inital behavior of truthtellers. 

However, IAT proposes that the elements of the RED are hierarchically ordered, with 

requirements exerting a stronger influence on behavior than expectations. Additionally, 

IDT (Buller & Burgoon, in press) alerts researchers to the influence of nonstrategic 

behaviors; this is important because it suggests that communicators may not always be 

able to enact the communicative display they wish to convey. Thus, it is anticipated that 
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deceivers will display lower levels of initial involvement than truthtellers (H2). The 

effects of deception on interaction are, however, likely to dissipate to some extent over 

the interaction as senders are able to polish their strategic performances and to reduce 

nonstrategic leakage. As a result, it is predicted that deceivers will display higher levels 

of approach than tl'uthtellers (H3). 

One of the key questions in deception research concerns the way in which deceivers 

and receivers influence one another's behavior, especially as behavior changes across the 

interaction. IAT (Burgoon, Stern, et al., 1995) predicts that responses to changes in 

behavior should depend on the relationship of the partner's behavior to the individual's 

IP. If the behavior displayed by the partner is more positively valenced than the IP, 

reciprocity should occur; ifit is more negatively valenced than the IP, compensation 

should occur. Differences in response from truthtellers and receivers should, to some 

extent, reflect differences in the IP of each type of interactant. It is therefore useful to 

ask, to what extent do truthtellers and deceivers report differences in elements of the 

RED once the interaction has commenced (RQ2)? 

Within truthful interactions, expectations and conversational norms, which dictate 

that communicators will display moderately high levels of involvement in the interaction, 

should be prominent in determining responses to changes in partner behavior. 

Requirement level elements should have limited influence since anxiety is likely to be 

limited and affect should be neutral or slightly positive. Although goals (the D element 

of RED) may have some influence, concerns about issues such as self-presentation should 



be less pertinent for truthtellers. Involvement levels that differ from expectations should 

therefore be responded to based on their relation to IP. Past research seems to suggest 

that while moderately high involvement is expected, increases in involvement typically 
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are seen as positive expectancy violations and lead to positive evaluations (Burgoon & Le 

Poire, 1993; Le Poire & Burgoon, 1994). Increases in involvement are therefore typically 

reciprocated. In IAT terms, this is a situation where A exceeds the IP. Thus, it is 

predicted that trllthtellers will reciprocate increased involvement (H4a). 

Decreases in involvement, on the other hand, should be seen as negatively valenced 

in truthful interactions because they violate social norms and because they make the 

interaction more difficult to manage. Alhtough Burgoon, Stern, et al. (1995) suggest that 

entrainment is likely when conversation is driven by expectations, truthtellers may to be 

concerned with making the interaction run smoothly and with meeting the social norms of 

the situation. Thus, it seems possible that this would create a situation where A is below 

IP. Within the IAT framework, this type of situation should produce compensation in an 

attempt to model the socially appropriate behavior. However, compensation is a difficult 

pattern of interaction to maintain and one which is most likely to be invoked when 

communicators anticipate that their actions can secure more positive consequences or 

when the partner is positively regarded (Burgoon, Le Poire, & Rosenthal, 1995). Thus, it 

seems likely that truthtellers will be willing to make only minor adjustments in their own 

behavior and will, in the face of continuing partner decrease, reciprocate. Thus, it is 



predicted that tl'uthtellers will initially compensate decreased involvement but will 

reciprocate over time (H4b). 
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Deceptive interchanges, however, present a somewhat different set of circumstances. 

IDT (Buller & Burgoon, in press) predicts a general pattern of reciprocity in interpersonal 

deception as a result of adaptation to the normal rhythm and meshing of interaction. This 

prediction is in line with IAT's (Burgoon, Stern, et aI., 1995) assumption that reciprocity 

is the default condition for interaction. However, in order to understand the exact nature 

of responses to change in behavior during interaction, it is worthwhile to adopt the more 

complete framework offered by IAT and to examine how requirements, expectations and 

desires might impact response. 

Deceivers' expectations about interaction should be similar to those oftruthtellers. 

That is, deceivers should be aware of the conversational norms which dictate moderately 

high involvement. Moreover, deceivers should be attentive to partner feedback and likely 

to see decreases or increases in receiver interest and involvement as indications of the 

effectiveness of their behavior. If deceivers were only responsive to the expectations of 

the situation, it would be predicted that they would respond exactly as truthtellers. But, 

given the complex mix of cognitions, emotions, and behaviors that are attendant to 

deception, this is not likely to be the case. 

While deceivers are aware of the expectations for the situation and have self

presentation concerns that may lead them to try to enact a pleasant, somewhat involved 

demeanor (Buller, Burgoon, et aI., 1994), they are also expected to experience anxiety 
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and discomfort during deception--elements of experience that operate at the requirement 

level and which may result in a propensity toward avoidant responses. Moreover, 

deceivers are engaged in strategic behavior management designed to suppress leakage; 

this means that their ability to enact additional responses designed to strategically manage 

the conversation may be limited. Finally, deception is often more cognitively demanding 

than truthtelling (Buller & Burgoon, in press), and as a result deceivers may be less 

adaptive in their responses. 

Although deceivers may valence decreased involvement by a receiver negatively, 

such conditions may also heighten the anxiety and negative affect experienced by 

deceivers. Moreover, deceivers are already engaged in strategic behavior management 

and are assumed to be at least moderately cognitively busy. Thus, while it is expected 

that deceivers would want to compensate for decreased involvement, the form that 

compensation takes may be attenuated by limited behavioral and cognitive resources. 

Alternately, when a partner increases involvement, anxiety and negative affect should be 

suppressed somewhat. Deceivers should be able to use the partner's behavior as a model 

for their own behavior, and even though they are cognitively busy and currently engaged 

in strategic behavior management, they should be able to invoke reciprocity because it is 

the default pattern for most interactions. Following the reasoning ofIDT and using the 

framework ofIAT, it is predicted that deceivers will show reciprocity under conditions of 

increased involvement (HSa),hllt they will show compensation in the form o/maintenance 

under conditions 0/ decreased involvement (HSb). 
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Finally, the effect of patterns of interaction on interaction outcomes is an important 

area of study which has received very little attention (Burgoon, Stern, et aI., 1995). With 

regard to deceptive interchanges, IDT (Buller & Burgoon, in press) proposes that 

interaction outcomes such as perceived success or accuracy in detecting deception are a 

function of terminal cognitions (such as truth-biases or suspicion) and terminal behavioral 

displays. Specifically, IDT predicts that evaluations of the interaction by senders should 

be related to the type of behavior displayed by the receivers. When the behavior 

displayed by receivers is positive and rewarding, senders should evaluate the interaction 

more positively; when receiver behavior is negative, senders should evaluate the 

interaction more negatively. Thus, it is predicted that senders' (tnlthtellers and 

deceiver~~ evaluations of their own interaction effectiveness will be positively related to 

terminal receiver involvement (H6). 



CHAPTER THREE 

METHOD 

Overview 
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In order to provide an appropriate test of the hypotheses and to ensure that rival 

hypotheses could be ruled out, two studies were conducted. Study one was designed to 

provide a base for measuring elements of the IP at the beginning of the interaction and in 

the middle of the interaction. This is important because both Interpersonal Deception 

Theory (IDT; Buller & Burgoon, in press) and Interaction Adaptation Theory (IAT; 

Burgoon, Stern, et aI., 1995) predict that interactants' expectations and requirements may 

change as the interaction progresses. Coupled with the results of study one, study two 

provides information about the patterns of interaction that emerge and the extent to which 

these patterns reflect the specified relationship between the IP and actual behavior. 

The basic design for both studies involved asking senders to be truthful or deceptive 

in an interaction with an individual they had just met, and asking receivers to serve as 

confederates by altering the involvement they displayed at a designated point in the 

interaction. Participants in both studies received identical inductions and completed 

identical pre-interaction measures. In study one, the conversation was terminated just 

prior to the designated time for receiver behavior change in order to gather assessments of 

senders' requirements, expectations, and desires after interaction had taken place. 



Participants in study two completed the entire interaction and were exposed to the 

behavioral manipulation. A discussion of the measures and procedures for each study is 

provided below. 

Study One 

Participants 
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Participants (N=96) were students enrolled in undergraduate communication courses 

at a large southwestern university. The majority of participants were drawn from a course 

required for business administration students and thus were typically not communication 

majors. As an incentive, course credit was awarded for participation. 

The age of participants ranged from 18 to 47, with a median of22 years. All 

participants reported having at least some college education. Participants were paired to 

create 48 same-sex dyads (24 male; 24 female). The decision to pair participants in 

same-sex dyads was made because previous research indicated that patterns of interaction 

in cross-sex dyads may be influenced by sex role socialization which encourages 

accommodation by females when interacting with males (Giles, et aI., 1979). It is clearly 

possible that same-sex dyads might show differences in accommodation to one another, 

and this possibility was investigated in initial analyses. However, the unilateral nature of 

cross-sex adaptation seemed potentially more problematic than the differences that might 

emerge between male and female dyads, and so same-sex dyads were used. 



Pre-interaction measures 

Identical pre-interaction measures were completed in study one and study two. 

Because a comparison showed few differences in the two samples in terms of 

demographic characteristics or ratings on pre-interaction measures or initial behavior, 

reliabiIities for the pre-interaction measures were calculated with the combined samples 

(N=192).2 The pre-interaction measures completed by participants reflect selected 

measures of elements of the requirements, expectations, and desires. Participants 

completed the preinteraction measures after receiving the induction for their role in the 

upcoming interaction. 
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Requirements. Requirements are defined in IAT (Burgoon, Stern, et al., 1995) as 

"basic human needs ... and translate into what an individual feels is necessary at the time" 

(p. 295). Two measures provided information about requirements: (a) ratings of 

anticipated affect during the interaction and (b) ratings of concern about anxiety 

management during the interaction. The measure of affect asked participants to rate how 

they expected to feel during the conversation on three bipolar, adjective items: (a) very 

negative/very positive, (b) very bad/very good, and (c) very displeased/very pleased. The 

measure of arousal management concerns was created by modifying five items from 

Dillard, Segrin, and Harden's (1989) anxiety management measure. Both measures 

obtained adequate reliability: affect, a = .87 and anxiety, a = .86. 

Expectations. Expectations about involvement in the interaction and pleasantness 

were assessed. Five Likert-type items assessed expected involvement, and three items 
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assessed expected pleasantness. These items were modified from a study by Burgoon, 

Ebesu, et al. (forthcoming). Measurement analyses indicated that the involvement scale 

was more reliable when one item was deleted. The four involvement items produced a 

reliability of .80. The measure of pleasantness also produced adequate reliability, a=.84. 

Desires. IAT (Burgoon, Stern, et aI., 1995) defines desires as personal goals, which 

reflect temperament as well as likes and dislikes. When truth/deception is salient, self

presentation goals should be important. Self-presentation goals were measured using a 

modified, five-item version of the Dillard, Segrin, and Harden (1989) scale of self

presentation goals; this measure produced a reliability of .87. 

Procedures 

Interactions were conducted at an on-campus Communication Research Laboratory, 

which includes an apartment-like interview room which is equipped for videotaping 

interactions. Upon arrival at the laboratory, participants were randomly assigned to the 

role of sender--participants induced to tell the truth or to deceive--or receiver-

participants asked to alter behavior later in the conversation. Participants were informed 

that in a few minutes, they would be talking with one another. They were then told that 

before the conversation, they would need to fill out some forms and were asked to go to 

separate rooms so that they would each have a place to write. After they were separated, 

inductions for truth/deception or behavior change were given. 

Truth/deception induction. Senders were told that in a few minutes they would be 

asked to discuss with their conversation partner a set of seven moral dilemmas. They 
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were told that moral dilemmas represent situations where there is a conflict of interest 

between individual needs and social concerns or where the best course of action is not 

clear. They were then given the following example. "If you saw a coworker, who was 

also a friend, steal something from the workplace, what would you do and why?" It was 

explained that this dilemma highlights a conflict between loyalty to a friend and concern 

about appropriate behavior at work and loyalty to the work organization. It was explained 

that in the upcoming conversation, they would be asked to discuss seven such dilemmas 

with their partner. 

They were then told that one issue of interest in the research study was truthful and 

deceptive responses to such situations. They were told that often when people discussed 

such situations, they tended to answer with the "socially desirable" answer, regardless of 

whether it reflected what they actually thought they would do, and this meant that 

sometimes people were not completely truthful in their answers. Thus, they were told 

that the study was designed specifically to investigate conversations in which truth and 

deception were present. Half the participants were then told that they would be asked to 

be completely truthful in the interaction; halfwere told that they would be asked to be 

dishonest about their attitudes and opinions in the upcoming discussion. 

Participants induced to be truthful were told that it was important that in the 

upcoming discussion they be completely honest as they discussed their attitudes and 

opinions on the dilemmas. It was explained that in discussing dilemmas such as these 

people often did not reveal their true opinions, so in this discussion it was important that 
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we be able to assess what happened when people shared their true views. Participants 

induced to deceive were told that one of the issues of interest in the research was 

understanding how people go about presenting views or opinions that they do not really 

believe, and they were told that the ability to do so was sometimes interpersonally 

necessary, such as in cases where misrepresenting opinions allowed an individual to spare 

another's feelings or avoid an unnecessary, conflictual interaction. They were told that 

they would be asked to test their ability to convincingly misrepresent their opinions in the 

upcoming conversation. They were told that they should misrepresent or contradict their 

true attitudes and opinions about each of the dilemmas they would discuss with their 

partner. 

Participants in both conditions were then queried to be certain they understood what 

to do and to ensure they were willing to be truthful or deceptive in the upcoming 

conversation. After the truth or deception induction was given, participants were given a 

set of pre-interaction measures to complete. 

Inyolvement increase/decrease induction. Receivers were told that in a few minutes 

they would be asked to discuss a set of seven moral dilemmas with the individual they 

had just met. They received the same explanation of the nature of moral dilemmas as 

senders. After being briefed on the nature of moral dilemmas, they were told that the 

focus of the study was understanding how individuals respond to different 

communication styles. It was explained that in order to investigate this, they would be 

asked to enact their natural communication style during discussion of the first three 
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dilemmas and then alter their style at the beginning of discussion of the four dilemma. It 

was explained that the study was designed to examine how their conversation partner 

would respond to an increase or decrease in how involved they appeared to be in the 

conversation. In order to assess this, receivers were told that information about whether 

to increase or decrease how involved they appeared to be would be provided to them via 

color-coded dots on the cards which presented each dilemma. Receivers were told that 

beginning with the fourth dilemma, the color of the dot on the card would indicate if they 

were to increase or decrease how involved they appeared to be. 

Receivers were then given instructions on the types of behavior that would 

accompany increased involvement and the types of behavior that would accompany 

decreased involvement. Specifically, body orientation, lean, eye contact, and adaptors 

were mentioned as nonverbal cues related to involvement. It was also noted for receivers 

that the goal was to convey an impression of increased or decreased involvement through 

all communication channels. 

Discussion. After completing inductions and pre-interaction measures, participants 

were taken to the interaction room. They were then given brief instructions about the 

nature of the discussion to supplement the information they had already received. They 

were presented with a set of seven cards, with a dilemma printed on each. They were told 

that they should each read the dilemma presented on a card and then discuss the issue in 

such a way that allowed each person the opportunity to talk about what they would do 

under the circumstance presented on the card. 
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In study one, participants were allowed to discuss three topics and then were 

interrupted by the experimenter; the interruption was made just prior to the point in the 

discussion when the manipulation would have been enacted. Participants were told that 

before completing the rest of the discussion, some assessments of the interaction were 

needed; they were separated to complete the measures. In actuality, the experiment was 

terminated after the measures were completed. However, it was essential to give 

participants the impression that the discussion would continue because the measures 

completed asked about expectations for the remainder of the interaction as well as current 

requirements and desires. In study one, the discussions lasted approximately seven 

minutes. 

Topics and order of presentation. The topics selected for discussion reflected 

situations which could be labeled social dilemmas in that they focused on circumstances 

in which there was a tension of some sort, typically between what one ought to do and 

what one would likely want to do. Each of the dilemmas was selected from Poretz 

(1994), who conducted a descriptive survey to examine how individuals deal with 

dilemmas and difficult choices. A pre-test on a small group of undergraduates (N=16) 

indicated that students were able to respond to the dilemmas and showed that there was 

variability within the group on the views expressed. Social dilemmas were selected as 

points of discussion for two reasons. First, they were likely to generate more interest than 

other types of conversational topics since they asked participants to reason through the 

consequences of behavior. Second, the topics were selected because they provided a 
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situation where a number of responses were plausible, so that there was not always a clear 

"correct" choice. The topics concerned (a) calling into work sick, (b) talking with the 

spouse of a friend who was being unfaithful, ( c) dealing with a minor auto accident, (d) 

accurate reporting of all income on taxes, ( e) giving an opinion about a creative endeavor 

of a friend, and (f) maintaining a code of silence while in service on a jury. Topics were 

presented in a cyclical, counterbalanced order. 

Post-Interaction Measures 

Sender requirements. expectations. and desires. One key proposition oflAT 

(Burgoon, Stern, et al., 1995) is that the IP determines how individuals will react to 

changes in the interaction. Study one allowed for an assessment of the RED elements 

after discussion of the third topic (but before the manipulation); this is useful because it 

provides information about how the RED elements may have been influenced by the 

interaction. The RED elements measured at the end of study one are the same RED 

elements measured prior to the interaction, with one exception. Measures of expectations 

still asked about involvement and pleasantness; however, rAT suggests that it should be 

expectations about what is appropriate behavior for self that determine initial behavior, 

whereas responses to changes in the partner behavior should be related to expectations 

about what is appropriate for the partner. Thus, the measure of expectations was adapted 

to ask about expectations for partner involvement and pleasantness during the remainder 
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of the interaction. Interitem reliability for each of these scales was acceptable: affect, ex = 

.90; anxiety, ex = .83; expected involvement, ex = . 83; expected pleasantness, ex = .89; 

self-presentation goals, ex = .89. 

Sender ratings of truthfulness of responses. Senders were asked to rate the 

truthfulness of the response they gave to each dilemma on a scale of I to 10, with I being 

completely UNtruthful and 10 being completely truthful. Instructions for this scale 

indicated that it was important that participants indicate the veracity of what they actually 

said, regardless of the instructions they had been given prior to the interaction. 

Sender ratings of motivation. St!nders completed a three-item measure which asked 

them to report the extent to which they (a) tried hard to present believable views, (b) 

made an effort to be convincing, and (c) attempted to make the partner believe the 

opinions expressed were true. The reliability for this measure was .86. 

Receiver evaluations of senders. Receivers completed a set of items designed to 

evaluate the character of the sender. Three of the items measured the extent to which the 

sender was truthful, honest, and believable. The reliability of this measure was. 78. 3 

Study Two 

Participants 

Participants (N=96) were students enrolled in undergraduate communication courses 

at a large southwestern university. As with study one, the majority of participants were 

drawn from a course required for business administration students, and course credit was 

awarded for participation. 
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The age of participants ranged from 17 to 45, with a median of23 years. All 

participants reported having at least some college education. Participants were paired to 

create 48 same-sex dyads (24 male; 24 female). 

Pre-interaction measures 

These measures mirrored those used in study one, and thus reliabilities were 

calculated for both samples. These measures reflected assessments of requirements 

(affect/anxiety), expectations (involvement/pleasantness), and desires (self-presentation 

goals). 

Procedures 

The procedures for study two also mirrored those of study one. The inductions for 

truth/deception and receiver involvement increase/decrease were identical in both studies. 

The actual discussion procedure however differed in length and nature. Recall that in 

study one, the discussion between participants was stopped after discussion of the third 

topic--just prior to the scheduled change in receiver behavior. In study two, the receiver 

enacted the increase or decrease in involvement beginning with the fourth topic and 

continued to enact the manipulation for the remainder of the interaction. Although 

participants were expecting to discuss seven topics, the discussion was stopped after the 

sixth topic. This was done to avoid the possibility that a natural change in involvement 

(either a decrease or increase) might accompany the last topic of discussion as 

participants anticipated the end to the conversation. Discussion in study two lasted 

approximately 15 minutes. 
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Post-Interaction Measures 

Difficulty of Task. Senders rated the difficulty of presenting their view in the 

interaction, and receivers rated the difficulty of changing their behavior in the interaction. 

Three unipolar items, adapted for sender and receiver, asked for ratings of difficulty (not 

at all to very difficult), effort required (very little effort/very much effort), and the extent 

to which the task was very easy/very hard. Interitem reliability for this measures was. 79. 

Sender perceptions of own involvement and pleasantness. The items used in the pre

interaction measures to assess involvement and pleasantness were modified to allow 

examination of the sender perceptions of own behavior during the last three topics when 

the manipulation was being enacted. This measure was taken because it provides 

additional insight into the use of adaptation in interaction. Senders mayor may not be 

aware of their responses to partner changes in behavior, and so it was useful to determine 

what senders thought they were doing during the interaction. Reliability for sender 

ratings of own involvement was. 92; reliability for sender ratings of their own 

pleasantness was .87.~ 

Expectedness of partner behavior. Senders provided assessments of the 

expected ness of receiver behavior during the last three topics of discussion on five items 

adapted from Burgoon and Walther's (1990) expected ness and evaluation measures. 

Interitem reliability was .87. 

Sender ratings of partner feedback. IDT (Buller & Burgoon, in press) suggests that 

senders, especially deceivers, will use receiver feedback as information that indicates the 
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extent to which they are being believed, so that increases and decreases in involvement 

should have significance in perceptions of believability. However, it also seemed 

possible that individuals might simply interpret receiver behavior as information about 

the extent to which a receiver was attending to what a sender was doing. Depending on 

how participants interpreted behavior, it seems possible that their responses would differ. 

For instance, a participant who interpreted a decrease in involvement as evidence that a 

receiver was simply apathetic could therefore be less concerned about monitoring one 

behavior. On the other hand, if an individual interpreted the partner's decrease in 

involvement as evidence that the receiver thought that the sender was untruthful, the 

sender might respond by being more vigilant about behavior. Thus, four items were 

created which sought to assess the extent to which senders felt receivers believed them 

and three items were created which sought to assess the extent to which senders felt 

receivers were uninterested and inattentive. Because reliability for the two measures was 

not strong and because these two measures were highly correlated, five items were 

combined to create a measure of believability/interest. Senders provided retrospective 

ratings of the feedback given by the receiver at three points in the conversation: after 

topic one, after topic four, and after topic six. These assessments provide some 

preliminary information about sender perceptions of receiver feedback across time. 

Sender perceptions of effectiveness. Four items were used to assess the extent to 

which senders believed that (a) their partners saw them as effective communicators, (b) 

they were successful in conveying views to partner, (c) their partners saw them as 
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convincing, and (d) they did not do a good job of presenting viable views (item recoded). 

Senders completed this measure, retrospectively with regard to their perceptions after 

topic one, topic four, and topic six. Reliability for this measure was .87. 

Confidence of interpretation. This measure was designed to assess the certainty that 

senders assigned to their ratings of partner feedback. Confidence of interpretation may be 

important because it may influence how senders respond to receiver behavior change. 

Two bipolar, adjective items asked senders to provide ratings of certainty (very 

uncertain/very certain) and confidence (not at all confident/very confident) in their 

interpretation of partner feedback. Reliability tor the measure was .96. 

Sender ratings of motivation. This measure was identical to the measure used in 

study one and included three items which asked about sender attempts to convey 

believable responses. Interitem reliability was. 76. 

Receiver evaluations of senders. This measure also mirrored study one, asking 

receivers to rate the believability and truthfulness of sender behavior. 

Coded Nonverbal Behavior--Study 1 and Study 2 

Pairs of coders (N=4) were trained to rate sender and receiver involvement and 

pleasantness. Training included six hours of reviewing definitions, analyzing sample 

interactions, and practice coding. Coders were blind to the hypotheses of the study and 

were paid for their work. To ensure similarity between coders, both sets of coders rated 

both sender and receiver for the first ten dyads. Interrater reliability for these dyads was 

.90 and thus was deemed sufficient to assign one set of coders to rate sender behavior and 
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one set to rate receiver behavior. Working from the videotapes and watching only the 

sender or receiver (whichever they had been assigned), coders provided ratings after each 

topic was completed in the discussion. Coding by topic of discussion, rather than by 

predetermined time periods, allows for the assessment of segments of behavior that 

correspond directly to the flow of the interaction. 

Global ratings of involvement were made on a 9-point, bipolar scale consisting of the 

following items: very uninvolved/very involved, very detached/very engaged, very 

nonimmediate/very immediate, very inexpressive/very expressive, very inattentive/very 

attentive. Cronbach' s interitem alpha reliability for the five item scale was .93. Interrater 

reliability, based on Ebel's intraclass correlation (Guilford, 1954), was .96 for sender 

ratings and .97 for receiver ratings. 

In addition to ratings of involvement, coders provided ratings of pleasantness 

displayed by both senders and receivers. The decision to gather ratings of pleasantness 

was primarily driven by results from previous research which seem to indicate that the 

valence which accompanies displays of involvement may be very important in 

determining how such behavior is interpreted as feedback in the interaction (Burgoon, et 

aI., 1996). Pleasantness was assessed using a 9-point, bipolar scale including very 

unpleasant/very pleasant, very cold/very warm, and very unfriendly/very friendly. 

Interitem and interrater reliabilities were sufficient (interitem, 0:=.90; interrater, 0:=.92), 

but these ratings were used only as a manipulation check since pleasantness had not been 

directly manipulated. 



Analyses 

CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

Study one was designed as a 2 (Condition: Truth/Deception) x 2 (Manipulation: 
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Increase/Decrease) x 2 (Role: Sender/Receiver) x 3 (Time Periods) mixed model analysis 

of variance. with two between-subjects factors (Condition and Manipulation) and two 

within-subjects factors (Role and Time). Study two followed a similar design, but 

included a Time factor which ret1ected six time periods. Initial analyses of the data from 

study one and study two indicated minimal differences in the pre-test measures and initial 

behavior displayed by participants. Thus, where appropriate, data from the two studies 

were pooled for analyses. 

Additionally, as mentioned earlier. u cyclical counterbalancing procedure was used in 

an attempt to control for the effects of topics discussed in the interaction. However. when 

examining changes in behavior over time. the counterbalancing technique does not clearly 

separate topic effects from time etTects. In order to manage this. involvement scores tor 

senders and receivers--the primary dependent measures--were residualized for the effects 

of topic (as were receiver pleasantness scores for the manipulation check). This 

procedure, according to Keppel (1982), is similar to removing practice effects in a 

repeated measures analysis. 

Additionally, it should be noted that several of the repeated-measures analyses could 

not be conducted when all factors were included in the model because this produced a 
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singular variance-covariance matrix. When this occurred it was necessary to use a 

reduced model to test the hypotheses; this involved eliminating the role factor from the 

model and analyzing sender measures independently. An additional adjustment was also 

made for all repeated-measure analyses on sender and receiver involvement: Huynh

Feldt corrected degrees of freedom were used when Mauchly's test for sphericity was 

significant, indicating that compound symmetry conditions had been violated in the 

repeated measures analyses. Finally, initial analyses revealed no significant effects for 

gender in the model. As a result, this factor was not included in any analyses. 

Manipulation Checks and Preliminary Analyses 

Deception. Senders rated the honesty of each response they gave in the discussion on 

a 10-point scale, ranging from completely untruthful (1) to completely truthful (10). Data 

from study one and two were combined here and analyses revealed that deceivers rated 

their responses as considerably less truthful than truthtellers (deception M=2.61; truth 

M=9.23). E(l, 94)=305.55, ]2<.001, Tl2=.77. Additionally, senders' post-interaction 

ratings of motivation were analyzed. Deceivers reported higher levels of motivation 

(M=S.85) than truthtellers (M=5.1 0), £(1,94)=3.96, p<.OS. Tl 2=.04. which indicates that 

deceivers felt that they tried harder than truthtellers to present convincing and believable 

views. 

Manipulation. Receivers were asked to alter their behavior beginning with 

discussion of the fourth topic in study two. To assess whether receivers performed this 

manipulation. a mixed model analysis of variance on coder ratings of receiver 
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involvement was conducted with the six time periods as a within-subjects factor and 

truth/deception and manipulation (increase/decrease) as between-subjects factors. This 

analysis, which utilized Huynh-Feldt corrected degrees of freedom, revealed a main effect 

for time, £(2.45, 107.72)=27.50,12<.001. partial 112=.39 and, as expected, a significant 

manipulation x time interaction, £(2.45, 107.72)=106.81,12<.001, partial 112 =.71, 

indicating that receivers enacted differential levels of involvement as instructed. 

Additionally, analyses were conducted on receiver pleasantness in order to provide a 

more complete profile of the demeanor ofrecdvers during the interaction. Results 

revealed a main effect for time, £(2.41. 105.86)=48.17,12<.001, partial 112=.52, and a time 

x manipulation interaction. £(2.41, 105.86)=68.32,12<.001, partial 11 2=.61. Examination 

of the means for involvement and pleasantness, which are presented in Table 1, indicates 

that increased involvement by receivers was accompanied by slightly increased 

pleasantness while decreased involvement by receivers was accompanied by decreased 

pleasantness. Although receivers were given instructions about altering involvement. 

they appear to have enacted a behavior profile which involved either increasing 

involvement and conveying positive regard or decreasing involvement and conveying 

negative regard. 

An additional analysis conducted on receiver involvement provided further 

confirmation that receivers enacted the appropriate manipulation. A 2 (condition: 

truth/deception) x 2 (manipulation: increase/decrease) x 2 (time block: periods 1-

3/periods 4-6) analysis of variance. with time block treated as a within-subjects factor, 



revealed a time block x manipulation interaction, E(l, 108)=260.82,12<.01, ,,1=.71. 

These 'results indicate that receivers in the increase manipulation did indeed increase 

involvement in time periods 4-6, whereas receivers in the decrease manipulation group 

reduced involvement in those time periods. 

Preliminary Results 
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Several analyses were conducted in an attempt to better understand the influence of 

the inductions for truth/deception and manipulation on sender and receiver behavior. 

Although these results should be interpreted cautiously, they do help to better explicate 

the extent to which senders were aware of changes in receiver behavior and the extent to 

which the manipulation of behavior during the interaction was seen as a difficult task to 

undertake. 

Difficulty of task. Both senders and receivers provided information about the 

difficulty of enacting the behavior they had been assigned to display. For senders, this 

meant rating the difficulty of presenting a believable answer and the effort required to 

provide plausible responses during the interaction. Analysis of variance on the self-rated 

difficulty of the task for senders in study two, who had completed the discussion of all 

topics. revealed a main effect for condition (truth/deception), E( 1,46)=20.97, 12<.001, 

partial ,,2=.23, indicating that deceivers saw the task as more difficult than truthtellers 

(M=3.46 vs. M=2.67, respectively). This finding is not surprising; however, it does help 

to reveal that deceivers, as compared to truthtellers, found their task more demanding and 

were aware of the effort required to convincingly convey false opinions and views. 
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The ratings provided by receivers give some indication of which patterns are most 

socially accepted and most manageable to enact. Analysis of variance on the self-rated 

difficulty of the task for receivers in study two who had enacted the manipulation of 

involvement revealed a main effect for manipulation. E(l, 47)=18.75, 12<.02, partial 

TJ2=.13. Receivers who reduced involvement reported that the task was more difficult 

(M=4.IS) than receivers who increased involvement (M=2. 93). This finding is 

informative because it suggests that social norms for involvement may allow for increase 

but not for decrease. 

Sender ratings of expectedness of partner behavior. In an attempt to determine to 

what extent receiver behavior conformed to sender expectations, senders' ratings of the 

expectedness of receiver behavior during the manipUlation period (the last three topics of 

discussion--collected in study two) were examined. The condition (truth/deception) x 

manipulation (increase/decrease) analysis of variance revealed a main effect for 

manipulation, E( 1, 47)= 16.33, 12<.001, partiaITJ2=.26. Examination of the means 

indicated that senders rated the behavior of receivers who reduced involvement as less 

expected (M=4.69) than the behavior of receivers who increased involvement (M=5.86). 

However. interpreting this finding is somewhat difficult. In both conditions, the ratings 

fall just above the mid-point of the scale (4), suggesting that in both cases senders agreed 

to some extent that receivers engaged in typical conversational behavior and that their 

behavior was generally as expected. Thus, it seems clear that reduced involvement was 

seen as less typical than increased involvement but was not seen as highly unusual. 
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Sender ratings of own involvement and pleasantness. Senders in study two provided 

post-interaction assessments of their perceived involvement and pleasantness during 

discussion of the last three topics--the period in which receivers enacted the 

manipulation. This rating is useful because it provides information about the extent to 

which senders were aware of the behavior they enacted. Measurement analyses revealed 

that ratings of involvement and pleasantness were correlated, but because these analyses 

are preliminary, an analysis of variance was conducted for each measure separately. A 

condition x manipulation analysis of variance on sender ratings of involvement revealed a 

main effect for manipulation, E(1, 47)=4.76, 12<.04, partial 111=.09, which suggests that 

senders who interacted with receivers who decreased involvement saw themselves as less 

involved (M=5.18) than senders who interacted with receivers who increased 

involvement (M=5.93). The same analysis on sender ratings of pleasantness revealed a 

main effect for manipulation that approached significance. EC 1.47)=3.52.12<.07. partial 

111=.07 (decrease M=5.S3; increase M=6.07). These results indicate that senders were 

aware, to some extent. of the type of behavior they were enacting. 

Sender ratings of partner feedback. own effectiveness. and confidence of 

interpretation. One issue of importance to both IDT (Buller & Burgoon, in press) and 

IAT (Burgoon, Stern, et aI., 1995) is the assumption that communicators use partner 

behavior as feedback which provides information about another's reaction and about how 

one should proceed in the interaction. Responses to changes in partner behavior should, 

to some extent, be related to interpretations of partner feedback. If senders interpret 
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reduced involvement as evidence of distrust, they may respond differently than if they 

interpret reduced involvement as evidence of apathy. Moreover, the extent to which the 

interpretation determines response may be related to the confidence one feels in the 

interpretation. In order to assess sender interpretations of changes in receiver 

involvement, senders provided ratings about partner feedback that indicated the extent to 

which they thought their partner's behavior indicated that the partner was interested in 

and believed the sender. These post-interaction ratings were made retrospectively with 

regard to receiver behavior during discussion of the first, fourth and sixth topics. thereby 

providing information about the feedback senders received initially in the interaction, the 

feedback received with the onset of the manipulation. and the feedback received at the 

end of the interaction. Additionally, senders rated the certainty they felt concerning the 

meaning of receiver behavior (confidence of interpretation). A related measure asked 

about sender ratings of their own etfectiveness in the interaction; this measure asked 

senders to indicate the extent to which they thought their partner saw them as an effective 

communicator in the interaction and the extent to which they were able to present 

convincing views and opinions. Although it was hoped that ratings of partner feedback 

and own effectiveness would measure independent perceptions, correlation analysis 

indicated that ratings of partner feedback and sender effectiveness were highly correlated. 

In order to manage this, the two measures were combined to create a measure of 

evaluation. 
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An analysis of variance was conducted on ratings of evaluation (collected in study 

two), 'treating truth/deception and manipulation as between-subjects factors and time as a 

within-subjects. repeated factor. Results revealed a main effect for manipulation. E(l. 

44)=9.89,12<.01, partial ,,2=.18, which appeared to be overridden by a time x 

manipulation interaction, E(2, 88)=3.28,12<.04. partial ,,2=.07. Senders showed an 

increase in ratings of feedback and own effectiveness during the last topic when receivers 

increased involvement (time 1 M=5.54; time 4 M=5.55; time 6 M=5.75); they showed a 

decline across time period four and six for ratings of feedback/effectiveness when 

receivers decreased involvement (time I M=5.16; time 4 M=5.01; time 6 M=4.66). This 

pattern of results suggests that senders interpreted the receiver increase or decrease in 

involvement as feedback about the extent to which receivers saw them as credible and 

effective: however, this interpretation had its strongest effect at the end of the discussion. 

The initial change in receiver behavior. occurring with the beginning of discussion of the 

fourth topic. may not have been taken as feedback. but the persistence of the behavior 

appears to have interpreted by senders as informative. The analysis which examined 

confidence of interpretation revealed no significant effects, suggesting that neither 

truth/deception nor the behavior displayed by the receiver influenced the certainty senders 

felt in interpreting partner behavior. 

Hypothesis 1 

The first hypothesis predicted that initial involvement in interactions would be 

negatively related to anxiety management needs and positively related to ratings of 
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affective response and self-presentational goals. This hypothesis was tested by examining 

the correlation between participants' initial involvement and their self-reported anxiety 

management needs, affect and self-presentational goals. The analysis included both 

senders and receivers from study one and study two because, based on IAT, needs and 

goals should determine initial behavior regardless of the role of the participant in the 

interaction. The analysis revealed that anticipated affect and initial involvement were 

positively correlated, [(192)=.14.12<.05; however, anxiety, [(192)=-.04, 12=.55, and self

presentation. [( 192)=.08.12=.25, were not related to initial involvement. 

Because it seemed possible that senders' and receivers' assessments of their own 

involvement in the interaction might differ in important ways due to anticipated 

differences in the nature of the interaction about to occur, separate analyses were 

conducted for senders and for receivers. The analysis of sender ratings and behavior 

revealed no significant relationships between the predicted self-report scores and 

behavioral involvement. anxiety [(96)=-.13, 12=.22. affect [(96)=.05.12=.66. self

presentation [(96)=.13. 12=.22. The analysis for receiver ratings revealed only one 

significant correlation--a positive relationship between affect and involvement. [(96)=.20. 

12<·05. 

One additional set of correlation analyses was conducted based on the following 

reasoning. It had been assumed that deceivers and truthtellers would, in essence. be 

expecting different types of interactions. As a result, it seemed possible that the 

relationship between RED elements and initial behavior could vary by condition. 
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Analyses within the deception condition revealed a negative correlation between anxiety 

concerns and initial involvement, r( 46)=-.44, 12<.05, and a positive correlation between 

self-presentation goals and initial involvement. r(46)=.29, 12<.05. No significant 

correlations emerged in the truth condition. This suggests that the deception goal made 

anxiety and self-presentation salient for deceivers in a way that it did not for truthtellers. 

One key question related to the impact of requirement, expectations. and desires on 

initial behavior is the way in which RED elements influence one another and the extent to 

which initial behavior actually reflects the individual's desires and expectations. These 

results seems to suggest that one of the RED elements measured--affect--was related to 

behavior and was relevant for truthtellers and deceivers while anxiety and self

presentation were primarily important tor deceivers. It is possible that the lack of 

relationship between self-reports and initial behavior reflects a problem with the time at 

which ratings of behavior were taken. RED elements may reflect what an individual 

anticipates he/she will do in the interaction; the influence of partner behavior on a 

communicator's own occurs virtually instantaneously such that even initial behavioral 

displays reflect mutual influence. The ratings of behavior used in this analysis reflect 

behavior during discussion of the first topic and thus would clearly reflect the influence 

of partner behavior. 

Research Ouestion 1 

Research question one asked about potential differences in ratings of requirements, 

expectations, and desires for truthtellers and deceivers. Data from study one and study 
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two were combined for this analysis because participants in both studies completed 

identical measures of these elements. Analyses examining the differences between 

truthtellers and deceivers were conducted for each of the RED elements measures: affect 

and anxiety (R elements), expectations about their own involvement and pleasantness 

during the interaction (E elements), and self-presentation goals (D elements). 

Independent groups l-tests revealed that senders instructed to deceive reported higher 

levels of anxiety management concern than truthtellers, 1(94)=-2.46, 12<.02, g=.51. and 

they reported higher self-presentation goals than truthtellers, 1(94)=-3.07, p<.OI, g=.63. 

No significant differences emerged for ratings of affect or for ratings of expectations. 

The means for each of the measures are presented in Table 2. 

Hypothesis 2 

The second hypothesis predicted that deceivers would display lower levels of initial 

involvement than truthtellers. Again. the data from study one and study two were 

combined. Because this analysis explored only the first time period, it was possible to 

include topic as a between-subjects factor in the analysis. A condition x manipUlation x 

topic analysis of variance on sender involvement scores revealed a significant main effect 

for condition, E(l, 95)= 10.83, 12<.0 I, TJ~=.lO. Deceivers were significantly less involved 

in the initial point of discussion than truthtellers (M=4.91 vs. M=5.31). It is important to 

note that no significant effects emerged for topic, suggesting that. at least initially, the 

topics used in the studies were roughly equivalent in terms of impact on behavior. 

The difference in initial involvement indicates that even when only limited 
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differences emerge in self-reports of requirements. expectations, and desires, it is still 

possible for behavioral differences to emerge. IDT (Buller & Burgoon, 1995) predicts 

that nonstrategic leakage will be present in deceptive interactions. Thus. although 

deceivers may have expected to be as involved as truthtellers and although they were 

more concerned about self-presentation, they were unable to project such an image, 

perhaps because of their higher levels of anxiety and negative affect. This finding both 

supports the proposition of IA T (Burgoon. Stem. et al.. 1995) that requirement elements 

may have a strong impact on interaction and provides information which indicates that 

the induced goals of truth and deception did impact behavior. 

Hypothesis 3 

Hypothesis three predicted that deceivers would display higher levels of approach 

than truthtellers. In order to examine this prediction. an analysis of variance was 

conducted on sender involvement across the three time periods prior to the manipulation 

of receiver behavior. As mentioned in the analyses section. sender involvement scores 

were adjusted for topic effects. Results revealed a main effect for time, E( 1.88. 

173.25)=6.22. p<.OI. partial ,,~=.06. and a condition x time interaction. E( 1.88. 

173.25)=4.37, p<.02, partial ,,1=.05. Examination of the means revealed that deceivers 

showed increasing involvement across the three time periods, indicating approach. while 

truthtellers showed no change in involvement across the three time periods (see Table 3). 
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Research Question 2 

The second research question asked about differences in IP for senders as a result of 

the interaction. This was investigated by comparing the ratings of RED elements 

provided by truthtellers and deceivers in study one, just after the completion of discussion 

of the third topic. These results provide infonnation about possible changes in goals or 

expectations for truthtellers versus deceivers as a result of interaction. A series of 

independent groups 1-tests revealed three differences. First. deceivers reported more 

anxiety than truthtellers, 1(46)=-2.81, p<.OI, g=.83. Second, deceivers reported less 

positive affect than truthtellers, 1(46)=2.40, p<.02, g=.71. The difference in anxiety 

reflects persistence of anxiety since this difference was also revealed in pre-interaction 

ratings. However, the difference in affect reflects a change produced, to some extent, by 

the interaction. since no difference emerged on this measure in the pre-interaction ratings. 

Additionally, it is interesting that the higher concern for self-presentation reported prior to 

interaction did emerge again but lessened somewhat. !( 46 )=-1.63.12<.05. g=.48. The 

means for RED elements after interaction in study one are presented in Table 4. They 

suggest only slightly different profiles for truthtellers and deceivers. Truthtellers appear 

to show little anxiety, moderately positive affect. expectations for moderately high partner 

involvement and pleasantness, and limited concern about self-presentation. Deceivers 

appear to be somewhat anxious and more neutral in affect; they also expect moderately 

high involvement and pleasantness from their partners and are somewhat more concerned 

about self-presentation. In sum, it appears that truthtellers and deceivers have similar 
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expectations but the underlying affective/emotive experience produced by the interaction 

(which reflects requirements) is more negative for deceivers than for truthtellers, and 

deceivers. as would be expected, are more concemed about the image they project. 

Hypotheses 4 and 5 

The final hypotheses predicted different patterns of adaptation within each condition

-truth or deception. It was predicted that truthtellers would reciprocate increased 

involvement: they were expected to initially compensate decreased involvement but to 

reciprocate the decrease over time. Deceivers were expected to reciprocate increased 

involvement and to display compensation in the form of maintenance in response to 

decreased involvement. The omnibus condition x manipulation x time repeated measures 

analysis of variance on sender involvement revealed a significant main effect for time, 

£(3.75. 165.07)=2.15,12<.04. partial 112=.05, a significant condition (truth/deception) x 

time interaction. £(3.75, 165.07)=3.25.12<.01, partial 112= .07. and a significant time x 

manipulation interaction. £(3.75, 165.07)=13.08,12<.01. paniaI112=.23. The anticipated 

three-way interaction. which would reflect the differential impact of truth/deception in the 

increase/decrease conditions across time, did not emerge; however. the two-way 

interactions between time and condition and time and manipulation do seem to indicate 

that both condition and manipulation had an impact on behavior. Cell means for each 

interaction indicate that deceivers were less responsive to receiver behavior change than 

truthtellers and that senders typically reciprocated receiver increases and decreases in 
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involvement. The patterns of behavior become more evident through follow-up 1 degree 

of freedom tests. 

The predictions for hypothesis four and five may be more adequately tested using 1 

degree of freedom contrasts since the hypotheses make specific claims about the nature of 

change and since the omnibus test may include error variance not relevant to the specific 

questions of interest. Burgoon, Stern, et al. (1995) have noted that one way to think 

about the hypotheses being tested in research studies where the behavior of one 

participant is manipulated is as an interrupted time series model. Specifically, an 

interrupted time-series model suggests that one should consider the impact of the 

manipulation on both the mean level of the behavior (the intercept) and on the change 

across time in response to the manipulation (the slope). Using this framework to think 

about what is happening in the study, the hypotheses make predictions which suggest that 

there should be a change in intercepts due to the change in confederate behavior as well 

as different slopes which emerge due to differential effects of truth and deception on 

behavior in response to the change. The contrasts employed were designed to test 

whether baseline behavior differed from that during the manipUlation periods and to 

assess the nature of the effects of the change by testing tor orthogonal, polynomial trends. 

The first contrast compared mean levels of behavior in the baseline time periods to 

mean levels of behavior in the manipUlation periods by using contrast codes -1, -1. -1, 1, 

1. 1; this comparison provided information about the general pattern of adaptation that 

emerged. Additionally, it was necessary to assess changes in adaptation across time in 
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response to the manipulation. Adequate testing of trends in repeated measures designs, 

however, requires careful consideration in the selection of time periods within which to 

test tor trends. Although it would be feasible to test for trends across the three 

manipulation time periods, this would not capture information about initial behavior 

during the manipulation in relation to behavior before the manipulation; intormation 

about a sender's behavior before the manipulation is essential to identifying the pattern 

exhibited across the manipulation time periods is indicative of reciprocity or 

compensation. Thus. the analyses used here test for trends across time periods three 

through six. Using this set of time periods provides information about behavior during 

the baseline, but does not include the initial two time periods which may reflect initial 

adaptation to the interaction rather than to the partner per se (Burgoon, Olney, & Coker, 

1987). Tests tor linear and quadratic trends were conducted by applying the following 

contrast codes: O. 0, -3, -1. 1. 3 for the linear trend and O. O. -1, 1, 1, -1 for the quadratic 

trend. Although it would be possible to test tor a cubic trend. this analysis was employed 

in only one instance where the data suggested it was warranted. As Keppel (1993) 

indicates. higher order trends are typically not predicted in behavioral science analysis 

and may be difficult to interpret. The omnibus analysis had revealed that the data 

violated compound symmetry assumptions, thus the contrast analyses employed Huynh

Feldt corrected degrees of freedom. 

Hypothesis four, which predicted reciprocity by truthtellers in response to increased 

involvement and compensation followed by reciprocity in response to decreased 
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involvement, was tested within the truth condition comparing responses to the increase 

and decrease manipulation. The first contrast compared the baseline periods (1-3) to the 

manipulation time periods (4-6). using the interruption contrast codes (identified above) 

and assigning increased involvement a code of 1 and decreased involvement a code of -1. 

Results revealed a time block x manipulation interaction, .E(1, 84)=25.40,12<.001, 

1')2=.23, such that senders increased involvement in response to receiver increase (pre

manipulation M=5.23; post-manipulation M=5.33) and decreased involvement in 

response to receiver decrease (pre-manipulation M= 5.15; post-manipulation M=4.77). 

Thus, truthtellers displayed a general pattern of reciprocity in response to both increased 

and decreased involvement. 

In addition, hypothesis four predicted a trend, such that senders in the decrease 

condition would be expected to compensate initially by increasing their involvement but 

to decrease their involvement over time, while senders in the increase condition should 

show reciprocity across time. Translated into specific trends. a linear trend would be 

expected in the increase condition while a quadratic trend would be expected in the 

decrease condition. 

Contrasts indicated a linear trend x manipUlation interaction, .E(1, 84)=4.71,12<.03. 

1')2= .05, such that truthtellers increased involvement across time in response to receiver 

increase and decreased involvement across time in response to deceiver decrease (see 

Figure 2). Simple effect analyses conducted on each set of means revealed linear trends 

in each condition, increase: .E(1, 84)=5.52,12<.02,1')2=.06; decrease: .E(1,84)=29.26, 
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]2<.001. ,,2=26. Thus, the expected pattern of reciprocity emerged in response to 

increased involvement, but the anticipated compensation which would precede 

reciprocity in response to decreased involvement did not emerge. Examination of the 

means indicates that when receivers increased involvement. senders followed suit and 

increased their involvement across the manipulation time periods. A similar pattern was 

also evident when receivers decreased involvement. Compensation. at least in the form 

of behavior which moves in the opposite direction of partner behavior. was not present. 

However, senders did appear to resist the decrease in involvement displayed by their 

partners. In response to the rather substantial decrease displayed by receivers in enacting 

the manipulation (time 3 M=5.27; time 4 M=3.60). senders showed only a modest 

accommodation (time 3 M=5.19; time 4 M=4.94) with reductions in involvement 

emerging over time as receivers continued to decrease involvement. In sum, truthful 

senders showed a tendency toward reciprocity of partner behavior. a pattern that was 

predicted for increased involvement and for later in the decreased involvement 

interaction. They did not actively compensate initial decreased involvement as predicted. 

but the mean difference between sender and receiver involvement during the initial 

decrease time period suggests that they may have tried to offset decreased receiver 

involvement. 

Hypothesis five predicted that deceivers would reciprocate increased involvement by 

receivers and compensate--via a pattern of maintenance--decreased involvement by 

receivers. Three sets of analyses were conducted to test this hypothesis. First. as with the 
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analyses for truthful interaction, the interruption was tested by comparing baseline 

behavior prior to the manipulation with behavior following the manipulation, assigning 

increased and decreased involvement contrast codes of 1 and -1. Results revealed a time 

block x manipulation interaction, E(l, 72)=30.25,12<.001,112=.30, which indicated a basic 

pattern of reciprocity in response to both increased (pre-manipulation M=4.83: post

manipulation M=5.06) and decreased involvement (pre-manipulation M=5.09; post

manipulation M=4.87). 

The second set of analyses investigated changes in sender behavior across time in 

response to the receiver decrease. Contrasts revealed a linear trend x manipulation 

interaction. E(1, 72)=11.49.12<.001.11==.14. Cell means indicated that deceiver 

involvement remained relatively stable across time in response to receiver increase but 

decreased across time in response to receiver decrease (see Figure 3). Simple effect trend 

analysis revealed no significant linear or quadratic trend for sender involvement in 

response to increased involvement. contrary to expectations. It had been anticipated that 

deceivers would reciprocate increased involvement because it would be positively 

valenced and it should facilitate enactment of a desirable behavioral profile. However, 

the pattern of behavior displayed by deceivers appears to be one of maintenance, 

indicating that they were either unable to match the behavior or that they were not 

strongly influenced by receiver change in behavior. 

In response to decreased involvement, hypothesis five predicted that deceivers would 

display compensation in the form ofrnaintenance. In terms of trends, this suggests that 
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deceivers in the decrease condition should seek to offset partner decrease and should 

continue to do so across the manipulation time periods. Examination of the means 

indicates that, contrary to the hypothesis, deceivers were responsive to reduced receiver 

involvement. Simple effect trend analyses revealed a linear trend, E(I, 72)=12.82, 

12<.001, 112=.15, but no quadratic trend. Examination of the cell means indicated that in 

response to decreased involvement, deceivers did initially decrease involvement (refer to 

Figure 3); however, they later increased involvement somewhat in what may have been 

an attempt to offset the continued decline in partner involvement. The means suggested a 

possible cubic trend, which would suggest both reciprocity and compensation across the 

four time periods. A simple effect test was conducted for a cubic trend using contrast 

codes 0, O. 1. -3, 3, -1. This contrast revealed a significant cubic trend, E( I, 72)=4.62, 

12<.04.112=.06. Examined together these trends suggest that senders, to some extent. did 

reciprocate receiver decreased involvement. However. the cubic trend which emerged 

suggests that senders did resisted receiver decrease somewhat. a change that may reflect 

an attempt regain a more normal level of involvement and to stabilize the interaction. 

Finally, of concern in assessing the effects of deception is the establishment of 

truthful patterns of behavior as a baseline against which to test the patterns of behavior 

displayed during deception. In other words, the effects of deception on adaptation are 

more likely to be evident when viewed in comparison to the adaptation of truthtellers. 

Thus, the third set of analyses explored the nature of change across time comparing 

truthful and deceptive senders within each manipUlation condition. 
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First, comparing truth and deception within the increase condition, a linear trend 

emerged, E(I, 66)=6.10, 12<.02, ,,2=.09, which indicated that senders increased 

involvement across time regardless oftruthldeception condition. The two trend lines are 

presented in Figure 4 and although they both reveal a slight increase in involvement. they 

differ somewhat in the nature of adaptation that appears to be taking place. Truthful 

senders displayed a gradual increase in involvement across time. Deceptive senders, on 

the other hand, showed only a slight increase which occurred after time period five; 

deceivers were therefore generally less responsive to the receiver increase and responded 

less quickly. When the two trends are examined in relation to one another, truthtellers 

appear to be warming to the increased partner involvement, while deceivers appear to be 

making only minimal accommodations. 

Within the decrease condition, a linear trend also emerged. E( 1. 101 )=44.76. 12<.001, 

,,2=.31; additionally, the linear trend x condition interaction approached significance. 

E(l, 10 I )=2.62,12<.06, ,,2=.03. Both truthtellers and deceivers decreased involvement, 

but truthtellers appear to have been more responsive to partner behavior, decreasing 

initially and then continuing their decline in involvement across time (see Figure 5). 

Alternately, the cubic trend found in deceiver behavior shows an initial accommodation 

followed by a slight increase and then a slight decrease. As with the increase 

manipulation. if the adjustment is examined across time deceivers appear to be less 

responsive to changes in receiver behavior. 
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One way to interpret the limited responsiveness of deceivers is as maintenance. 

Reductions in receiver behavior produced reduced involvement in both truthtellers and 

deceivers. but senders' involvement always exceeded receivers' --a pattern which may be 

indicative of sender attempts to compensate for changes in receiver behavior. 

Additionally, deceivers displayed both increased and decreased involvement across the 

manipulation time periods, in contrast to the more substantial decline which occurred in 

truthteller involvement. This further suggests that deceivers' resistance to decreased 

receiver involvement may have been a form of compensation designed to offset partner 

behavior. 

Hypothesis 6 

The sixth hypothesis predicted that sender evaluations of their own success in the 

interaction would be related to terminal receiver involvement. This prediction is based on 

the assumption that senders interpret receiver behavior as relevant information about their 

own performance. In order to assess this. sender ratings of own effectiveness were 

correlated with coder ratings of terminal receiver involvement for study two. Results 

revealed a strong correlation between sender evaluations of own communication 

effectiveness and terminal receiver involvement, r( 46)=.49,12<.001, which suggests that 

terminal receiver behavior has an effect on how effective senders evaluate themselves to 

be. A strong correlation also emerged between sender ratings of partner feedback and 

terminal receiver involvement, r(46)=.59, 12<.001. This indicates that as receiver 

involvement increased, sender evaluations increased, suggesting that senders did use 



receiver behavior as feedback about their own performance. The combined evaluation 

measure (used in preliminary analyses and reflecting both feedback and ratings of own 

effectiveness) produced similar results, r(46)=.55, 12<.001. Thus, receiver 

behavior appears to be related to perceptions of interaction outcomes such that senders 

teIt they were more effective when receivers displayed more involvement. 
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Both truthful and deceptive interactions are communicative events in which 

adaptation is essential. Viewed from Thompson's natural design perspective (1986). 

adaptation represents the natural design of interaction that deception must defeat. 

Interaction Adaptation Theory (IAT; Burgoon. Stern, et aI., 1995) suggests that in order to 

successfully adapt to the complex terrain of interaction. communicators must create and 

follow a map that reflects their own needs. expectations. and desires while 

accommodating and adapting to the ever-changing interaction landscape. The studies 

reported here were designed to explore patterns of interaction in deceptive and truthful 

interchanges. applying the theoretical frameworks of IA T and Interpersonal Deception 

Theory (lDT; Buller & Burgoon, in press). The hypotheses tested in these studies 

considered how requirements, expectations. and desires influenced the behavior 

communicators displayed in interaction. how changes in receiver behavior were 

responded to by truthful and deceptive senders. and how receiver behavior influenced 

sender evaluations of interaction outcomes. In sum. the studies helped to explicate the 

patterns of interaction that emerge between senders and receivers in an attempt to better 

explain how deception may defeat (or fail to defeat) the natural design of interaction. 

Maps of the Terrain: Requirements. Expectations. Desires. and Initial Interaction 

The initial set of questions explored in these studies considered the influence. on 

initial behavior. of the "maps" communicators create for themselves before interaction. 
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Are the requirements, expectations and desires individuals bring to the interaction 

reflected in their initial course of action in navigating the interaction? An examination of 

the "maps" of communicators who were asked to be truthful and communicators who 

were asked to be deceptive revealed clear differences in some aspects of requirements, 

expectations, and desires. Deceivers felt more anxious and were more concerned about 

self-presentation than truthtellers prior to the interaction. Deception and truth reflect 

manipulated interaction goals which affected the requirements and self-presentation goals 

of communicators. These differences are important because they provide evidence that 

truthful and deceptive senders did approach the interaction from different "interaction 

positions. " 

This difference in interaction position is reflected in the initial behavior of 

truthtellers and deceivers. It was expected that anxiety would be negatively correlated 

with initial involvement and that affect and self-presentation concerns would be 

positively correlated with initial involvement. This was true for deceivers but not for 

truthtellers. a result which suggests that the elements of the RED that predict behavior 

vary with interaction goals. It seems likely that truthtellers were responding primarily to 

the context, social norms, and expectations--factors which are not very effectively 

captured in the RED measures used here--while deceivers were responding to 

requirement and desires. Additionally, the reduced involvement displayed by deceivers 

indicates that differences in the perceived nature of the interaction terrain influence 

behaviors. 
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Negotiating the Terrain and Defeating the Design: Changes in Behavior Across Time 

Although initial behavior in interaction is important, changes in behavior across 

time may be the most telling in terms of understanding the nature of adaptation in 

interaction. How do truthtellers and deceivers adapt to the interaction terrain? These 

results indicate that approach, a pattern of behavior that signals willingness to interact, 

differed across truthful and deceptive interactions. It was predicted that deceivers would 

display higher levels of approach than truthtellers, suggesting a pattern of adaptation to 

the situation and partner. Such a pattern emerged, with deceivers displaying a clear 

pattern of approach across the tirst half of the interaction. By increasing involvement as 

the interaction progressed, deceivers were able to more closely approximate appropriate 

levels of invol vement and thereby imitate the displays of truthtellers. However, it is 

interesting to note that truthtellers showed virtually no change across the same segment of 

the interaction. So, while the increase in involvement displayed by deceivers does appear 

to be designed to defeat the design, it misses the mark with regard to the natural 

progression of interaction. 

Changes in behavior across the interaction may also be influenced by the 

interaction terrain communicators encounter. One issue of importance in these studies 

concerned the extent to which the experience of interaction led to new requirements, 

expectations or desires. That is, whether interaction communicators to develop new maps 

of the territory. This issue was investigated by examining the sender ratings of RED 

elements in study one after the first three time periods of discussion. Results revealed 
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that interaction seemed to have little impact on the RED elements. Deceivers reported 

more anxiety and more concern about self-presentation than truth tellers. a finding which 

mirrors RED elements prior to the interaction. Deceivers also reported less positive 

affect following the discussion, indicating that interaction made deceivers feel worse 

about the situation. Examined from within the IA T framework (Burgoon. Stern, et aI., 

1995), this set of circumstances seems to indicate that truthtellers, who are responding 

primarily to situational elements. may be likely to entrain to partner behavior while 

deceivers will be more strongly influenced by personal needs and desires. 

The way in which communicators adapt to changes in the communication terrain 

is perhaps the most important issue considered in this study. The strongest evidence of 

adaptation is present in situations where the changes in the communication terrain are 

marked and clear. In study two, changes in receiver behavior create a point in the 

interaction where adaptation would be likely to occur. It was predicted that truthful 

senders would reciprocate increased receiver involvement and initially compensate 

decreased involvement but then reciprocate as the interaction progressed. Truthtellers did 

respond to changes in receiver behavior by adapting, primarily displaying reciprocity. 

They increased initial involvement across time in response to increased receiver 

involvement and decreased involvement across time in response to decreased receiver 

involvement. However, there is some evidence that a form of compensation may have 

been invoked by truthtellers in the decrease condition. Although truthtellers did reduce 

their involvement in response to decreased receiver involvement, they remained clearly 
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more involved than receivers, suggesting that they may have been attempting to offset the 

decrease displayed by their partners. This highlights an important question about the 

nature of reciprocity and compensation and measurement of each pattern. Compensation 

has typically been thought of as movement in the opposite direction of the partner, but it 

is worthwhile to consider the communicative value of compensatory behavior which is 

enacted within a frame of reciprocity. 

It was also predicted that deceivers would reciprocate increased partner 

involvement but compensate decreased partner involvement via a pattern of maintenance. 

The analysis which compared sender involvement before the manipUlation with sender 

involvement after the manipulation revealed that deceivers showed a slight and 

nonsignificant increase in response to increased receiver involvement. Interpreting this 

finding is somewhat difficult because the increase in receiver involvement was modest 

and thus it is possible that this change had limited impact on the interaction. However. a 

similar change in receiver behavior with truthtellers did evoke a clear pattern of 

reciprocity. Thus, it seems likely that lack of adaptation displayed by deceivers is 

evidence that deceivers were unwilling or unable to adjust much in response to the 

increase. The results concerning sender perceptions of feedback from receivers suggest 

that deceivers saw increased involvement by receivers as positive feedback. Thus, they 

may have seen little need to make adjustments and since their behavioral repertoire may 

have already been taxed, they did not reciprocate. 
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Similarly, the findings regarding deceiver response to decreased partner 

involvement were not conclusive, but they provide some insight regarding the nature of 

adaptation. Both truthtellers and deceivers responded to decreased involvement by 

reducing involvement. However, across the four time periods which capture the change 

in receiver behavior, truthtellers displayed a gradual decline in involvement while 

deceiver displayed a pattern of behavior more in line with a cubic trend--increasing 

involvement in the middle time period but then decreasing involvement in the final time 

period. The prediction that compensation would take the form of maintenance is not 

wholly supported here, but the pattern of behavior displayed by deceivers does seem less 

responsive to partner behavior than the pattern of behavior displayed by truthtellers. This 

information, coupled with the evidence that deceiver involvement was always 

substantially higher than receiver involvement. suggests a strategic pattern of 

adaptation which may have been designed to offset receiver decreased involvement and 

re-direct the trajectory of the interaction. 

Reaching a Destination: Evaluations of Communicator Behavior 

One final issue of concern in study two was the impact of receiver behavior on 

sender evaluations of the interaction. Specifically, IDT (Buller & Burgoon, in press) 

pred"icts that evaluations of the interaction should be strongly influenced by the behavior 

receivers display. The results of study two suggest that this is the case. Sender 

assessments of the effectiveness of the interaction appear to be related to the message 

communicated, via nonverbal involvement, by the receiver. This is important because it 
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indicates that partner behavior is an important source of information for evaluating one's 

own performance. 

Implications for Interpersonal Deception Theory 

The results of the two studies reported here have a number of interesting 

implications for IDT (Buller & Burgoon, in press) and research on deception. The 

assumption that truthful and deceptive performances are distinguished primarily by 

differences in nonstrategic leakage oversimplifies the processes articulated here. 

Deceivers did seem to show some performance decrements, but they made attempts to 

correct these and were able in some ways to approximate truthteller behavior displays. 

These findings are informative with regard to the IDT proposition that deceptive 

communication reflects both strategic attempts to manage behavior and nonstrategic 

leakage. It seems likely that the impact of nonstrategic leakage is strongest early in the 

interaction because communicators have not had the opportunity to deploy all the tactics 

in their strategic arsenal, but as they do, they come to appear more truthful. This ability 

to approximate truthteller displays emerged across time, a finding which indicates the 

importance of examining changes in deceiver behavior across time. Deceptive 

communication is situated in ongoing conversational events, and thus understanding the 

dynamics of deception requires more consideration of mutual influence rather than an 

examination of single acts of nonveracity. Although this study still does not provide a 

completely natural context in which to examine deception, it is a situation in which 



deceivers were responding to on-going discussion and where receiver input was 

influential in determining sender behavior. 
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The second implication for IDT (Buller & Burgoon, in press) is that mutual 

influence between senders and receivers makes the need to examine patterns of 

interaction prominent, but the nature of the patterns of interaction displayed is complex. 

The IDT prediction of reciprocity is accurate at some level--senders and receivers do have 

to adapt to one another in order to coordinate the interaction. However, the results of 

study two suggest that reciprocity is more typical of truthful than of deceptive 

interactions. Both truthful and deceptive senders showed some evidence of reciprocity 

and compensation, but when one considers the trend in behavior, truthful senders appear 

to be more closely approximating receiver behavior across time. This is interesting 

because it highlights a way in which deceiver attempts to defeat the design of natural 

interaction may be both beneficial and problematic. By not reciprocating, deceivers may 

be able to maintain a demeanor more in line with expected truthful performances and they 

may be able to influence receiver behavior, thereby adjusting the tenor of the interaction. 

However, the disjointedness of deceiver performances suggests that attempts to defeat the 

design are not completely successful because they are erratic and awkward. In face-to

face deceptive exchanges, it is likely that it is this disjointedness that leads to assessments 

by receivers and observers that something is not "right" in the interaction and thus to 

suspicion. Miller and Stiff (1993) note that there is a need for more research which 

examines deception as a communicative process. In a recent study, Stiff, Kim, and 
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Ramesh (1992) found that changes across time in response latency better distinguished 

truthtellers from deceivers than pure differences in mean levels of response latency. 

Although the focus of this study is not on the identification of patterns that can be used to 

detect deception, the results of this study do suggest that there is a need to carefully 

examine the changes and adjustments that occur across conversational episodes. 

Deception and truth represent communication events in which different goals and desires 

are salient, and these goals and desires are manifested in the patterns of interaction that 

emerge. 

Finally, the analyses of sender ratings of effectiveness across time and of the 

relationship between sender ratings of effectiveness and terminal receiver behavior 

support the IDT (Buller & Burgoon, in press) proposition that behavior provides feedback 

which may allow senders to adjust their behavior as the interaction progresses. The 

change in receiver behavior was interpreted by both truthtellers and deceivers as evidence 

that the receiver did not find the views expressed credible. Additionally, the correlation 

between sender ratings of effectiveness and receiver terminal involvement indicates that 

partner involvement was related to self-perception. This supports the lOT notion that 

receiver behavior impacts communication outcomes. Such support is meaningful because 

the extent to which the behavior of an interaction partner is processed as meaningful, 

diagnostic information has been unclear in past research (Burgoon, et aI., 1996). 
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Implications for Interaction Adaptation Theory 

The current results support a number of components ofIAT (Burgoon. Stern, et 

ai., 1995), but they also highlight where the theoretical framework is difficult to apply or 

operationalize. First, the results of these studies indicate that induced goals oftruthtelling 

and deception do influence senders' perceptions of their requirements and desires. In 

other words, truthtellers and deceivers come to the interaction with different cognitions 

and affect. This finding is not all that surprising, but it does represent empirical evidence 

that pre interaction factors do influence the interaction position of communicators. 

Second. these findings suggest that requirement elements do have an important impact on 

behavior. The higher levels of anxiety reported by deceivers both before and during the 

interaction as well as the more negative nature of affect reported by deceivers during the 

interaction seem to indicate that anxiety and affect have the potential to strongly influence 

behavior. Both deceivers and truthtellers were aware that moderately high involvement 

was expected, and in fact, deceivers were more concerned about making a good 

impression than truthtellers. However, deceivers initially displayed lower levels of 

involvement than truthtellers, which suggests that requirement elements may influence 

deceiver demeanor and may in practice be more important than expectations or desires. 

The relationship between sender RED elements and actual initial behavior is, 

however, more complicated than might be expected. In this study, as in a study by 

Burgoon, Ebesu, et al. (forthcoming), the relationship between RED self-ratings and 

actual behavior was not strong. In fact, the only clear relationships emerged when 
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deceivers were examined separately. The differences in ratings of RED elements between 

truthtellers and deceivers, and the differences in behavior suggests that there was 

variability in requirements, expectations and goals, but variability in actual behavior was 

limited and, especially for truthtellers, appears to have been responsive to other elements 

besides the RED elements measured. There does appear to be support in these results for 

the underlying proposition ofIAT that communicators with different goals and 

performing different types of communicative actions enact different nonverbal displays. 

But, careful consideration will be required to understand how RED elements combine to 

form the interaction position. 

The impact of these different goals on patterns of interaction is perhaps the most 

important issue examined here. These studies provide support for the notion that patterns 

of interaction related to approach may signal adjustment within the interaction and may 

reveal information about self-protection. Deceivers tended to approach during the 

baseline interaction while truthtellers enacted a pattern indicative of limited avoidance. 

This is interesting because to the extent that these patterns are communicative, deceiver 

behavior could be read as "warming" to the interaction while truthteller behavior could be 

read as making a strong first impression and then backing off somewhat. To the extent 

that initial interaction strikes a tone for the rest of the conversation (or to the extent that 

primacy effects influence interaction), deceivers may be at a disadvantage in that their 

dampened initial performances cannot be easily overcome. Further work needs to be 

done to determine whether initial interaction does strike a tone for the conversation. If 



this is the case, then there is good reason to believe that it is difficult to manage 

conversations where initial conversation is awkward. Moreover, this research indicates 

that the primary site of incongruence may be initial interaction. 
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The results of study two also provide strong support for the IA T (Burgoon, Stem, 

et ai., 1995) predictions that reciprocity and compensation may both be present in 

interaction. Reciprocity in the form of adjustment in the direction of partner behavior 

change was evident in all interaction conditions. This suggests support for the IA T 

principles which give reciprocity precedence in interaction; coordination of interaction 

may require some movement toward one's partner in order to signal responsiveness and 

awareness of the interaction context. However, there is also evidence in these results 

which indicates that compensation does occur and is linked to communicative goals. 

When mean levels of behavior are examined, it is clear that senders always offset receiver 

behavior by displaying more moderate levels of involvement, but deceivers appear to 

have more actively resisted matching receiver increases and decreases in involvement 

than truth tellers. Achieving particular interaction goals may require the enactment of 

specific patterns of behavior and moves by a partner to foil the interaction sequence may 

be nonaccommodated in a communicative attempt to "restate" the nature of the 

interaction. The emergence of patterns of both reciprocity and compensation are well

explained by lAT. In response to decreased involvement, deceivers displayed an initial 

decline in involvement, a pattern that may reflect a reflexive reaction related to 

requirements. This initial decline was, however, followed by what appears to be an active 
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attempt to re-direct the course of the interaction through increased involvement; a later 

decrease in involvement appears to be a response to continued declining receiver 

involvement. This highlights an important contribution of IA T: the foregrounding of the 

behavior displayed in the interaction as a key determinant in eliciting response. The 

behavior that one communicator will display is, to some extent, always contingent on 

what the interaction partner does. 

Methodological Implications 

The findings of these studies speak to the difficulty of adequately testing patterns 

of interaction and capturing the processual nature of communication. According to 

Burgoon, Le Poire, and Rosenthal (1995), the use of repeated measures designs helps to 

reveal changes across time from which the nature of the influence of partner behavior and 

interaction goals can be inferred. However, it is important to note that the changes across 

time revealed in these studies reflect those that were captured in the time periods 

measured; it is certainly possible that changes in behavior occurred which were not 

captured here. For instance, the failure to detect a strong relationship between RED 

elements and initial behavior in this study may be the result of the timing of the 

measurement of initial involvement. The first rating of involvement was not taken until 

after discussion of the first topic. Although the rating reflects the involvement displayed 

across discussion of the first topic, it seems clear that this involvement display could be 

strongly influenced by receiver behavior; thus, the RED ratings would not accurately 

estimate initial behavior. Previous studies (Burgoon, Le Poire, et aI., 1995: Burgoon, et 
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aI., forthcoming) measured behavior at two-minute intervals, in an attempt to provide 

time blocks which were substantial enough to allow coders to assess what was happening 

and small enough to reveal changes across relatively brief interactions. This study 

attempted to test a different approach by measuring behavior within each topic of 

discussion, thereby creating a logical unit for analysis that was related to the flow of the 

interaction. However, concerns about when to measure behavior remain important issues 

for further discussion in research which analyzes patterns of interaction. 

Second. the current findings indicate that behavior displayed in interaction is 

strongly influenced by social nonns and is highly responsive to partner behavior. This 

means that when testing patterns of interaction, researchers must be mindful of the 

influence of interaction factors such as communicator roles or contextual nonns. In some 

situations, behavior may be primarily responsive to such factors, thereby providing little 

infonnation about how communicators are influencing one another. These studies sought 

to manage this by providing a situation in which pre-designated interaction roles (i.e., 

interviewer/interviewee) were absent and by introducing a change in receiver behavior 

after a baseline period of interaction. Such a design reduces the influence of interaction 

roles and allows for inferences about responses to changes in behavior. Further work is 

needed which employs additional methods of interaction in order to provide a clearer 

picture of how adaptation occurs in a variety of settings. 
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Finally, both reciprocity and compensation were present in study two, a finding 

which makes clear the need for analyses which capture both mean changes in behavior 

and trends in behavior across time (Burgoon, Le Poire, et aI., 1995). Moreover, the 

analyses of study two reveal what appear to be fundamental differences not only in the 

type of adaptation that emerged--e.g., reciprocity and compensation--but also in the 

nature of the pattern in terms of stability and emergence. The patterns of behavior 

displayed by truthtellers showed more gradual and emergent accommodation; this seems 

to suggest that the patterns of behavior displayed by truthtellers would therefore produce 

more stable interactions. The patterns displayed by deceivers, on the other hand, were 

more abrupt and erratic, which should result in less stable interactions. VanLear (1991) 

used Fourier analysis in an attempt to capture the cyclical nature of openness between 

communicators across time. Although there are problems methodologically with his 

study and the time series analyses employed therein, his attempt to describe patterns of 

interaction in terms of frequency and amplitude of change seems useful. Reciprocity and 

compensation are useful concepts for understanding one individual's behavior in relation 

to the another's! but it also appears to be important to consider how to characterize the 

quality of the interaction which occurs between individuals in terms of stability and 

movement. 

Caveats 

There are several caveats that should be offered as guides for interpreting the 

results of these studies. The first caveat concerns the measurement of requirements, 
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expectations, and desires. In these studies, the manipulated truth and deception goals did 

have an effect on ratings of requirements and'desires. However, it seems clear that 

assessing RED elements is quite complicated. These studies manipulated some RED 

elements by assigning the goals oftruthtelling and deception to participants. This 

difference in the general interaction goal was reflected in some self-report assessments of 

RED elements, but these elements did not show a strong relationship with initial behavior 

perhaps because the measurement alerted senders to the potential impact of these 

elements or because the self-reports oversimplified the nature of the situation. It is also 

possible that the aspects of interaction assessed here did not tap the important factors in 

truthful/deceptive interactions. The selection of measures of requirements, expectations, 

and desires always requires choosing among many possible factors. In any case, there is 

strong evidence here that predicting the IP from RED elements is difficult. More 

attention needs to be directed toward specifying how RED elements should be 

conceptualized and operationalized in research settings. 

The second caveat is noted with reference to the magnitude of receiver behavior 

change in the manipulation time periods. Receivers in the increase condition displayed 

only a modest increase in involvement, while receivers in the decrease condition 

displayed a rather substantial decrease in involvement. To the extent that this made the 

message conveyed by receivers in the decrease condition more clear or direct, it may have 

influenced what occurred in the conversation. 
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Third, although the design of these two studies provide some improvements over 

previous studies where role constraints were highly influential, the nature of the 

interaction in these studies also presents some limitations within which the results should 

be assessed. Participants in the study were provided with a number of topics to discuss 

and thus the pace and rhythm of the conversation was disrupted to some extent each time 

communicators had to make the moves necessary to transition to the next topic. It is 

assumed that the adaptation of communicators to one another in terms of style of 

interaction and increasing familiarity is not negated by such constraints. but this type of 

interaction is not typical of everyday conversations. Additionally, it should be noted that 

while the use of a selected population was necessary because of the nature of this study, it 

is possible that the age and communication skills which these participants bring to the 

interaction influenced the patterns of interaction that emerged in these studies. 

Moreover, communicators were asked to be certain that each participant got the 

opportunity to share an opinion on each topic. This procedure was used as an alternative 

to much deception research which has followed an interview format where the nature of 

the contributions of senders and receivers to the conversation were strongly role-bound; it 

also allowed for different communicators to initiate conversation on each topic and 

increased the possibility that the patterns which emerged would reflect mutual influence 

rather than interviewee entrainment to interviewer style. However, this procedure is, in 

essence, an instruction to follow a norm of quid pro quo reciprocity in verbal exchanges. 

It is difficult to assess what impact this may have had on other participant behaviors, but 
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it is possible that these instructions predisposed communicators to patterns of reciprocity. 

Of course, at some level, reciprocity is a typical part of any interaction because both 

communicators contribute to the conversation in some way and because each is orienting 

to the other. Nonetheless, it is important to acknowledge that in experimental settings 

instructions for how to manage the interaction at one level (e.g., information-exchange) 

may impact interaction in many ways. 

Future Directions 

These findings suggest several interesting directions for future research. First, 

these findings indicate that one of the things that distinguishes truthful from deceptive 

interactions is the extent to which communicators are able to coordinate their 

communicative behavior and achieve interactional synchrony (Bernieri & Rosenthal, 

1991). Past research has revealed that deceptive messages are seen as unexpected (Bond, 

et al.. 1992), and they generate the perception that something is "not quite right." In 

interactive deception, this feeling may be generated by subtle differences in the way 

adaptation occurs across time in the interaction. It seems plausible that approach 

displayed in deceptive interactions is recognized by conversational partners as different 

from typical interaction and that the instability evident in deceptive interactions is 

experienced by partners as disconcerting or at least awkward. Thus, it seems likely that 

deceptive interactions are marked by lower levels of synchrony and coordination of 

interaction than truthful interactions. This difference, however, is likely to be influenced 

by the adaptability of receivers in deceptive interaction because receivers may differ in 
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their ability to accommodate deceiver maladjustments. Further research which explores 

synchrony and interpersonal coordination in deceptive and truthful interaction seems 

warranted, as does research which explores the extent to which receivers accommodate 

behavior that is non-normative. 

These findings are limited because they explore only the nonverbal components of 

truthful and deceptive interactions. As mentioned above, it seems likely that the patterns 

of interaction undertaken in one channel of communication can influence the patterns of 

interaction that emerge in other channels. Moreover, as researchers begin to attempt to 

explore both patterns of verbal and nonverbal behavior, the current concepts related to 

patterns of interaction may need to be refined. For instance, Stiff et al. (1992) found that 

the verbal directives used by interviewers influenced both the verbal and nonverbal 

behaviors senders displayed. However, it is unclear, looking at their results, if this type 

of influence could be characterized as reciprocity. At some level, this is not an inaccurate 

characterization, but it seems to miss the complex nature of what is going on. Future 

research which seeks to explore both verbal and nonverbal behavior will provide insight 

into the complexity of communication. 

Finally, this study, like several others (Burgoon, et aI., 1996; Burgoon, et aI., 

forthcoming; Burgoon, Le Poire, et aI., 1995) provides only a cursory look at the impact 

of patterns of behavior on evaluations of the interaction. Burgoon, Stern, et al. (1995) 

have noted the need for further work which provides information about this issue. Work 

in the area of communication accommodation (Giles. et aI., 1991) is somewhat 
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informative on this front, but there is clearly room for further investigations which will 

better explicate the relationship between behavior during the interaction and assessments 

of interaction outcomes. Such research, coupled with further work designed to better 

determine the impact of pre-interaction factors on behavior and further work designed to 

explicate patterns of interaction in both verbal and nonverbal behavior, would truly help 

to reveal the communicative design from which adaptation emerges. 
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ENDNOTES 

1. Although a prediction concerning the relationship between expectations and initial 
behavior may appear to be warranted here, one is not offered because there is 
strong evidence that the relationship between expectations and behavior is 
strongly moderated by partner behavior (Burgoon, Le Poire, & Rosenthal, 1995). 

2. Study x role (sender/receiver) analyses of variance were conducted on all of 
the pre-interaction measures and on coder ratings of pleasantness and 
involvement. These comparisons did reveal two statistically significant 
differences. Participants in study two (both senders and receivers) were somewhat 
less pleasant (M=5.18) than participants in study one (M=5.47). However, since 
the measure of pleasantness was not a central dependent variable, this difference 
was not seen as highly problematic. A similar result emerged for self-reports of 
pre-interaction involvement such that participants in study two expected to be 
somewhat less involved (M=5.44) than participants in study one (M=5.75). 
Although this difference could be seen as problematic, it was assumed that since 
the difference emerged for both senders and receivers it was unlikely to strongly 
influence the results of the analyses on actual behavior. Results related to the E 
elements of the RED factors may need to assessed with this difference in mind. 

3. Analyses of receiver ratings are not reported here because they are not central to 
the hypotheses of this study. Also, senders in study one completed an additional 
set of measures designed to ask them to predict how they would respond to 
changes in receiver behavior. The measures mimicked study two assessments of 
partner feedback but asked senders to imagine such a situation. These measures 
were exploratory, and the low reliabilities of the measures suggest the 
explanations of the behavior which senders were asked to imagine was 
inadequate. Thus, no analyses are reported for these measures. 

4. As with the pre-interaction measure, this measure was more reliable when one 
item was deleted. 
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APPENDIX B: TABLES AND FIGURES 

Table 1 

Means for Manipulation Check--Receiver Involvement and Pleasantness (Study 2) 

Truth 

Time I Time 2 Time 3 Time 4 TimeS Time 6 
Increase 

Involve 5.10 5.14 4.96 5.78 5.80 5.77 

Pleasant 5.16 5.22 5.25 5.47 5.57 5.39 

Decrease 

Involve 5.20 5.16 5.27 3.60 3.50 3.25 

Pleasant 5.09 5.20 5.27 3.74 3.57 3.42 

Deception 

Increase 

Involve 5.03 5.03 5.09 5.62 5.59 5.60 

Pleasant 4.93 4.94 5.04 5.06 5.01 5.01 

Decrease 

Involve 5.57 5.57 5.65 3.98 3.56 3.23 

Pleasant 5.32 5.26 5.32 3.87 3.41 3.22 



Table 2 

Means for Sender Pre-Interaction Ratings of RED Elements (Study 1 and 2) 

Requirement 

Expectations 

Desires 

Affect 

Anxiety 

Involvement 

Pleasantness 

Self
Presentation 

5.22 

3.06 

5.63 

5.63 

3.57 

Deception 

4.90 

3.92 

5.75 

5.88 

4.20 

n< 
.12 

.01 

.54 

.26 

.02 
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Note: Scales range from 1 to 7. with 7 representing more positive affect, more anxiety, more involvement! 
pleasantness. and more concern for self-presentation. 



Table 3 

Means for Sender Involvement Across the Pre-Manipulation Time Periods 
(Study 1 and 2) 

Truth 

Deception 

Time I 

5.31 

4.91 

Time 2 

5.29 

5.06 

Time 3 

5.33 

5.17 
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Table 4 

Means for Sender Mid-Interaction Ratings of RED Elements (Study 1) 

Requirements 

Expectations 

Desires 

Affect 

Anxiety 

Involvement 

Pleasantness 

Self
Presentation 

5.57 

2.19 

5.87 

6.26 

3.17 

Deception 

4.83 

3.28 

5.73 

5.99 

3.84 

n< 

.02 

.01 

.62 

.40 

.05 
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Note: Scales range from I to 7. with 7 representing more positive affect, more anxiety, more involvement! 
pleasantness. and more concern for self-presentation. 
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Table 5 

Means for Sender Involvement Across Time (Study 2) 

Truth Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Time 4 TimeS Time 6 

Increase 5.36 5.21 5.13 5.27 5.33 5.38 

Decrease 5.15 5.10 5.19 4.94 4.73 4.64 

Decept 

Increase 4.72 4.79 4.99 5.01 5.09 5.09 

Decrease 5.05 5.03 5.20 4.86 4.95 4.80 



Requirements 
Anxiety & negative affect 
have suppressive effect 

Expectations 

Desires 

Social nonns require 
moderately high involvement 
and have expressive effect 

. ~". 

+ Initial -----'------
Involvement 

Goals related to self-presentation +1-
have expressive effect; 
desire to control behavior has 
suppressive effect 

Figure 1. Anticipated effects of RED elements for deceivers. 
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Figure 2. Means for truthteller involvement across time. 
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Figure 3. Means for deceiver involvement across time. 
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Figure 4. Means for sender involvement within increase manipulation. 
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